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ABSTRACT

A physics-based SUVIC-I model is proposed for the ductile region of polycrystalline ice. 

It accounts for mixed hardening and directional softening using the three internal state 

variables -  back stress, yield stress and drag stress. The main objective is to provide the 

best suitable material parameters for this model. The process to obtain these parameters is 

discussed in detail. The computational aspect of this model is implemented in the finite 

element program ABAQUS through a user subroutine UMAT for the axisymmetric and 

3D models. The results are validated against the experimental data for constant strain rate 

and creep tests.
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1.1 Introduction

The considerable interest in the mechanical behavior of ice has encouraged many people 

to formulate various constitutive models. In recent years several models were also 

introduced using finite element methods to analyze this behavior in detail.

The mechanical behavior exhibited by the polycrystalline ice includes ductile and/or 

brittle processes [16]. The constitutive models predicting this behavior could be either 

simple or complex models. The former largely depend on classical creep laws and do not 

involve the creep-plasticity interaction [16]. They include only the isotropic hardening 

and are not suitable for elaborate loading histories [16]. In spite of these disadvantages, 

they are important from the practical point of view [16]. Thus the need arises for the 

complex models in order to predict ice-structure or ice-ice interactions and the complex 

behavior of ice in detail [16].

The main objective of this thesis is to formulate a Strain rate history dependent Unified 

Viscoplastic model with the Internal Variables for Crystalline materials for Ice ( SUVIC- 

I) to describe the inelastic behavior of ice. This model is presented for the ductile region 

without accounting for damage. It also includes the major task of determining the suitable 

material parameters for this model. Computer codes using the Python language were also 

developed to implement the constitutive equations using the final set of material 

parameters. These Python results are validated against the experimental data. Then the 

model is implemented in the finite element program ABAQUS [34] for the axisymmetric 

and 3D cases. These finite element computations are given in comparison with the 

Python results.

Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION
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This model is an updated version of the Strain rate history dependent Unified 

Viscoplastic model with the Internal Variables for Crystalline materials to include 

Damage for Ice (SUVIC-D-I) proposed by Lee and Aubertin [16]. This was initially 

developed for the ductile and semi-brittle regime including damage.

The proposed model can be used over a broad range of applications such as in structural

analysis, ice friction, ice-structure interactions and snow modeling.

1.2 Thesis outline

This thesis confers a unified viscoplastic model and its implementation in ABAQUS. The 

thesis outline is as follows:

■ Chapter 2 gives a brief literature review regarding the current status of ice

modeling and existing models.

■ Chapter 3 presents the SUVIC-I model with the theory and numerics and the 

detailed procedure of determining the material parameters for this model.

■ Chapter 4 gives the Python results for various cases of Constant Strain Rate

(CSR) and creep tests. A comparison with the experimental data is discussed.

■ Chapter 5 discusses the generation of axisymmetric and 3D models in ABAQUS

with the implementation of a user subroutine. A comparison with the Python 

results is given.

■ Finally the conclusions and the scope of future work are provided in Chapter 6 .
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Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter provides a brief summary of the literature review on ice modeling. The first 

paper reviewed describes a viscoplastic model for salt rocks which is followed by a 

literature review on the behavior of ice. This model is considered as our preliminary 

model in determining the material parameters. This paper is excluded from the rest of the 

literature review as this model is not directly related to the ice modeling.

2.1 A rate-dependent model for the ductile behavior of salt rocks: Aubertin et al. 

[6]

This paper illustrates the complex mechanical behavior of salt rocks through a 

constitutive model approach. A Strain rate history dependent Unified Viscoplastic model 

with Internal variables for Crystalline materials (SUVIC) is developed for rock-salt 

samples subjected to triaxial tests at high confining pressure. This model is applied to 

Conventional Triaxial Compression (CTC) and Reduced Triaxial Extension (RTE) 

conditions. Deviatoric stress is obtained either by increasing or reducing the axial stress 

c7^  in CTC and RTE tests, respectively. This model accounts only for the ductile region.

This model considers mixed hardening represented by the internal state variables (ISV). 

They are short range back stress, long range back stress, yield stress and drag stress. 

These internal state variables are included in the constitutive equations to describe the 

unified theory for inelastic flow. Short range back stress and yield stress evolve faster 

than the long range back stress and drag stress in a CSR test. The initial values of back 

stress and yield stress are assumed to be zero since the initial yield strength of salt rocks 

is very low. This model considers both the dynamic and static recovery terms in each of 

the evolution law. A threshold is also introduced in these evolution equations, below 

which the function remains inactive.



A comprehensive procedure is specified to obtain the material parameters for a similar 

ISV model. These material parameters are the same for both the Constant Strain Rate 

(CSR) and creep tests. A few characteristic responses of this model are also discussed for 

various loading paths. A comparison with the experimental data and its differences with a 

classical isotropic hardening model are provided.

2.2 Current status of ice modeling

This section gives a brief synopsis of the current status of ice modeling and is followed 

by the literature review of existing models.

A brief synopsis of the current status of ice modeling is described here -  During the early 

periods, experiments on ice were conducted by Reush (1864), Pfaff (1875), Koch (1885), 

Main (1887) and McConnel and Kidd (1888) as given by Glen in [10]. Glen performed 

creep tests on the polycrystalline blocks of ice subjected to a compressive stresses

between 1 to 10 bar at temperatures ranging from -1 3 °C  to the melting point [10]. He 

also gave a relationship between the flow rate, applied stress and the absolute temperature 

[10]. Sinha [28] developed relationships to describe the creep of columnar-grained (S-2) 

ice. This creep comprises of the instantaneous elastic response, delayed elastic and 

viscous deformation. He also described the rheological behavior of S-2 ice in detail [28]. 

Hawkes and Mellor [12] developed techniques to conduct uniaxial tests for strength and 

deformability of polycrystalline ice. Cole [8] developed several techniques for preparing 

the specimens of polycrystalline ice. These techniques decreased the number of 

nucleation sites and also the amount of dissolved gas in the water during freezing [8]. 

Sinha [27] proposed a correlation between the strain due to the grain boundary sliding 

and the delayed elastic effect. Constitutive equations are given by Le Gac and Duval [17] 

to describe the non-elastic deformation of the polycrystalline ice. These relations account 

for both the isotropic and kinematic hardening phenomena. Experimental results for CSR

4



and creep tests of fine grained isotropic ice were given by Mellor and Cole [20], These

tests were performed at -5 ° C  and -1 0 °  C . Experimental tests were conducted by Jacka 

[14] on the polycrystalline ice samples. They are subjected to stresses between 0.5 to 12

bar at temperatures ranging from -3 2 .5 °C  to - 5 ° C .  A physics-based model was 

developed by Ashby and Duval [1] to describe the deformation of polycrystalline ice. 

Sunder and Wu [32] developed a differential model for the pure flow of polycrystalline 

ice using the state variables.

A SUVIC-D-I model for ice was presented by Lee and Aubertin [16]. The proposed 

SUVIC-I model is an updated version of their model for the ductile region of an inelastic 

flow.

2.2.1 Deformation and failure of ice under constant stress or constant strain-rate: 

Mellor and Cole [20]

This paper describes in detail the experimental procedure and analysis of the test data 

conducted for CSR and creep tests. These tests are initially concerned with the limiting 

stress/strain-rate relation and the strain at which <rmax or £min occur. But these

experiments failed to describe the behavior of ice at larger strains and when strain 

softening is dominant.

These tests were carried out on right circular cylindrical specimens of fine-grained 

isotropic polycrystalline ice at the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory 

(CRREL). These specimens of 50.8 mm in diameter and 121 mm long were subjected to

uniaxial compression, either by load or displacement rate held constant at - 5°C and

-1 0 ° C . The polycrystalline ice was homogenous and initially isotropic. It had a bulk

density of 0.917Mg / m^ as well as equiaxed grains of 1.2mm. This ice was made based

5
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on the method suggested by Cole [8], which was also tested in accordance with criteria 

proposed by Hawkes and Mellor [13].

Constant strain rate tests were conducted for the range of 10~7 to 10~3s -1 . These curves 

showed two distinct yield points -  initial yield point and secondary yield point for the

strain rates up to about 10“4 j -1. The yield points occurred at 0.03-0.6% and about 1% 

strains, respectively. The initial yield point became prevailing and the secondary yield

point almost vanished for the strain rates above 10~4 s - ! . The secondary yield point was 

distinctive and the initial yield occurred at a stress equal to or greater than the secondary

yield in case of the lowest rates of 10-7 to 10-6 s -1 .

Constant stress tests were conducted for the range of 0.8-3.8 MPa. In these cases, the 

minimum strain rate occurred at strains close to 1%. Data were not sufficient to 

determine the strain rate for strains less than 0 .2%.

The graphs from the first derivative of the e - t  provided the most useful information. In 

addition to these graphs, the locus of the minimum point for the family of curves is also 

provided. A correlation between these two tests is also given.

2.2.2 A differential flow model for polycrystalline ice: Sunder and Wu [32]

This paper presents a differential flow model for the polycrystalline ice using state 

variables. It involves six parameters with two deformation-rate mechanisms known as the 

transient flow and the steady-state flow.

This model relates the isotropic and kinematic hardening directly with the transient 

deformation rate. An additive decomposition of the creep strain into a steady-state 

viscous component and a transient component is incorporated for smaller strains and
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rotations. The former is generally recoverable whereas the latter is an irrecoverable 

component.

Back and drag stresses contribute to kinematic and isotropic hardening, respectively. A 

relationship between the constant-stress creep and CSR tests is also given. This model 

used the experimental data obtained by Jacka [14], Sinha [28, 29] and Brill and Camp 

(reproduced in Sinha [27]).

2.2.3 The creep of polycrystalline ice: Ashby and Duval [1]

This paper presents a physics-based model to describe the creep of polycrystalline ice. 

This model gives a physical basis for the constitutive equations developed by Le Gac and 

Duval [17]. These constitutive equations are given in a dimensionless form. An improved 

version of the phenomenological constitutive equations proposed by Sinha [28, 29] is 

also provided in this paper.

Constitutive equations play an important role as they describe the current state of the 

structure. This set of equations can be integrated over any history of stress or strain rate 

and temperature to describe the mechanical behavior of the material in detail.

This model shows that the creep data for ice can be reduced to a single set of master 

curves by means of reduced variables. Correlations between the dimensionless variables 

are provided for both the constant stress and constant applied strain rate conditions. This 

model is validated with the experimental data collected by Jacka [14] on the dense

isotropic polycrystals between -3 0 ° C  an d -5 °C  . Dimensionless plots are also provided 

for this data using the reduced variables.
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3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes in detail the main features, constitutive equations and the 

procedure to determine the material parameters of the SUVIC-I model. This model 

represents the complex mechanical behavior of ice and is an updated version of the 

SUVIC-I-D model proposed by Lee and Aubertin [16]. This model does not account for 

damage.

3.2 Main features of the SUVIC-I model

The main features of the SUVIC-I model are as follows [16]:

■ This is a unified viscoplastic model which accounts for both viscoplasticity and 

creep. In this model, the plasticity, creep and their interactions are modeled in the 

same way. This is in opposition to an additive decomposition procedure in which 

the transient and steady-state strains are modeled separately as employed in the 

model proposed by Sunder and Wu [31, 32],

■ This is a physics-based model which can reflect the microstructural phenomena in 

an average sense.

■ Isotropic polycrystalline ice of low porosity is considered at the temperature 

conditions of T /Tm > 0.80, T > —55°C where Tm is the melting temperature of 

ice.

■ Strain rate e ranges between 10 8 and 10 2 s 1, the minor principal stress (<t3) is

less than or equal to 20 MPa (compressive stress is considered to be positive), and 

the equivalent stress ranges between 0.04 and 20 MPa.

Chapter 3 SUVIC-I MODEL



■ Inelastic behavior exhibited by the polycrystalline ice can be ductile. Dislocation 

motion such as glide and cross slip controls this inelastic flow.

■ A power law creep domain is also given with e proportional to <yn where a  is 

the active stress and n is the material constant of the kinetic law creep equation.

■ This model produces mixed hardening, which is being illustrated by the internal 

state variables. The three internal variables associated with this model are back 

stress, yield stress and drag stress, (see Section 3.6)

■ The yield criterion does not depend on the hydrostatic pressure for the ductile 

inelastic regime.

■ Evolution laws of the state variables involve the combined action of hardening 

and dynamic recovery functions, (see Section 3.7)

■ Viscoplastic: This model introduces a yield surface which makes a clear 

distinction between the elastic and inelastic behavior.

■ The recrystallization phenomena (static or dynamic) and the phase changes (due 

to AP or AT)  are neglected.

3.3 Constitutive equations

The mechanical behavior of the materials is characterized by the constitutive equations. 

For elastic materials, the linear relationship between the stress and the strain components 

is given by Hooke’s law.

Materials whose properties do not change with the direction are known as isotropic 

materials. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are the two elastic constants, which in 

turn can also be expressed in terms of shear and bulk modulus, that describe the behavior 

of these isotropic materials. For example, Hooke’s law in matrix form for isotropic 

materials of a 3D body, is given as

9
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where c = — — , E is Young’s modulus or the modulus of elasticity and v is
(1 + v)(l -2 v )  J

Poisson’s ratio. Here, the shear strains represent the engineering shear strains. These 

values vary with the temperature.

The shear modulus is given by G
2(1 + v)

3.4 Ductile region

The constitutive equations for the ductile region of the inelastic flow of SUVIC-I model 

are presented in this section.

The total strain rate £„ can be decomposed into

£ij=£fj+ 4  (3-D

where ifj and £-j are the elastic and inelastic strain rate components.

The elastic strain rateefj, obtained from Hooke’s law is given by
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• e s ij s i j h£[; = — H— -— (3-2)
1 2 G 9 Kb y ’

where each component is described below.

Sy is the deviatoric stress rate. The deviatoric stress components can be calculated using

the routine procedure as follows [21, 24]: the stress tensor can be split into two 

components -  hydrostatic and deviatoric stresses. This hydrostatic pressure enhances the 

ductility of the material and permits larger deformation before fracture. The difference 

between the stress tensor and the hydrostatic pressure gives the deviatoric stress tensor as

$ij &ij <7m Sjj

where cr^ is the stress tensor.

(7m is the mean stress and is given by a m =-~<7kk ■ 

Sy is the Kronecker delta.

The three fundamental invariants -  first, second and third invariants of stress -  are scalars 

and do not change their value with a change in the coordinate system. The first invariant 

of stress rate is the sum of the rate of principal stresses and is denoted by /, ( 7, = &kk).

The bulk modulus of elasticity represents the ratio of pressure to the volumetric stiffness

E
of the material and is given by K h = ------------ .

3(1-2 y )

The inelastic strain rate e\j is expressed as
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(3-3)

This equation is also known as the power-law or kinetic law of the constitutive model in 

which A is a kinetic law material coefficient.

( ) is the MacLaurian bracket defined as

where B is the deviatoric back stress corresponding to kinematic hardening (see Section

R is the isotropic yield strength that defines the elastic field (see Section 3.6).

K is the scalar drag stress that reduces the effect of the active stress (see Section 3.6).

N  is a power law exponential material constant.

ntj indicates the direction of the reduced stress and is given by

Q is the activation energy of ice. 

Rg is the universal gas constant. 

T is the absolute temperature.

(jc) = x when jc > 0 and 

(x) = 0 when x < 0 .

X ae is the equivalent reduced stress and is given by

(3-4)

3.6).
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3.5 Equivalent inelastic strain rate

The equivalent inelastic strain rate can be determined by using equations (3-3), (3-4) and 

(3-5) as

3.6 Internal state variables

The power law equation of the SUVIC-I model shown by (3-3) is comprised of the three 

internal state variables -  the back stress B , the yield stress R and the drag stress K . 

These internal variables characterize the mechanical behavior of ice. Various models in 

the literature have used different combinations of these internal variables based on the 

material and its applications. For simplicity, the model presented below has only the long 

range back stress unlike the two types of back stresses employed in the model proposed 

by Aubertin et al. [6].

In ID, the internal stress cr, regulates the inelastic strain rate £le by opposing the applied 

stress a  to obtain the active stress cra . Thus the active stress o a is given by

The internal stress <7, comprises the back stress and the isotropic yield stress and is given

(3-6)

Ga = G - O i .

by

<T i = B + R .



The back stress B acts against the applied stress during monotonous loading but may act 

with the applied stress upon stress reversal. The isotropic yield stress serves as a limit for 

the elastic field. During the inelastic flow process, the internal stress <7( and the drag 

stress K evolve from their initial value towards their saturation value with the 

accumulated inelastic strain. The initial value of back stress ( b0) is assumed to be zero.

The progressive growth of this inelastic flow is well expressed by the evolution laws and 

the kinetic law [6].

3.7 Evolution equations of the state variables

The evolution laws of the state variables describing the progressive growth are as given 

below:

3.7.1 Back stress

The evolution law of back stress B is given by

Bij = | ^ 4 -^re'eBij ~ A2B[jB r XC-q (3-7)
J  B e

where the first and the second term indicate hardening and dynamic recovery, 

respectively. The last term indicates the static recovery. In short-term analysis, the static 

recovery is insignificant. The material constant contributes to the hardening and 

dynamic recovery functions of the back stress. This evolution law evolves with the initial 

back stress b0 of zero until the saturation value of the back stress Be is reached (see 

Section 3.8). Then equation (3-7) is reduced to



3.7.2 Yield stress

The evolution laws of yield stress and drag stress are based on the generic equation

• A- A: Y A: ( Y - Y ' ) p
Y =—- e l — - £ e —  —  --------—  (3-9)

dg dg e Y dg C

where A,- and Aj are Arrhenius functions which relate the temperature and the rate at

which Y evolves. Y is the saturation value of Y . dg represents the grain size. The first

and second terms indicate hardening and dynamic recovery, respectively similar to the 

back stress B . On neglecting the last term related to the static recovery, equation (3-9) 

becomes

• Aj .j Aj .j Y
Y = - r £e - - f - £ e  —  - (3-10)d„ d g Y

The evolution law of the isotropic yield strength R is given by

• A3 .j A3 R A4 ( R - R  )p
R = - - £ ls - - L £le —  - - ± - ~  (3-11)

d s d R d g C

where A3 corresponds to the hardening and dynamic recovery. This evolution law 

evolves with an initial yield stress r0 until it reaches the saturation value of the yield



stress R (see Section 3.8). On neglecting the static recovery in equation (3-11), the final 

form is given as

• Aj . A3 .1 R
R = - l £‘ — f~£e —  - (3-12)

d e d e R

3.7.3 Drag stress

The evolution law of the drag stress K is given by

A5 A5 K A6 ( K - K ) qK = - ± £ le - - ^ £ le - 7- ^  — j -  (3-13)
d e d K d g C

where A5 corresponds to the hardening and dynamic recovery. This evolution law 

evolves with an initial drag stress k0 until it reaches the saturation value of the drag

stress K (see Section 3.8). On neglecting the static recovery, equation (3-13) becomes

+ A, A5 K
K = j £e - ~ r £e - r -  (3-14)

2 e K

3.8 Saturation values of the internal state variables

The saturation values are the maximum values that can be attained at the steady state. 

They can be obtained by the equations described below.



3.8.1 Applied stress (steady state creep)

The saturation value for the applied stress o  is given by

1

where <70 and e0 are the normalizing material constants and n is a material constant of 

the kinetic law creep equation.

3.8.2 Back stress

The saturation value of the back stress Be is given by

(3-16)

where B0 is the normalizing material parameter for the saturation value of back stress.

3.8.3 Yield stress

The saturation value of the yield stress R is given by
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where R0 is the normalizing material parameter for the saturation value of yield stress.

3.8.4 Internal stress

The saturation value of the internal stress cr( is given by

o e_\n\a i =B +R = x(-£ ) (3-18)

where x and nx are the material parameters for the internal stress. These values should 

be close to unity according to the theoretical analysis and experiments [6].

3.8.5 Drag stress

At steady state, equation (3-6) can be written as

(3-19)

On solving for K , the saturation value of the drag stress K , becomes

(3-20)
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This K depends on Be and R . The saturation values of these state variables are not

always constant and are strain-rate dependent to accommodate the changes in strain-rate 

during deformation. The higher the strain-rate, the higher the saturation values will be.

3.9 Growth laws of integration

As the inelastic strain rapidly becomes larger than the elastic strain, the saturation value 

of each internal state variable can be taken as a constant during a CSR test with

monotonous loading (with £l = £)  [6], The evolution equations of the state variables are 

then integrated for monotonic loading and are discussed below.

3.9.1 Back stress

The integrated form of back stress can be obtained by integrating the evolution equation 

shown in equation (3-8). Here we assume Be as a constant. In one dimension, ejj and £*e

i
are the same. But Be is actually a function of £. Hence the integrated form of back stress 

can be obtained as follows:

£ B/A,
(3-21)

Using the identity

(3-22)
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We have x = BjAx , x = B/Al , a = 2/3, b = Ax/  Be .

where b0 is the initial value of B (assumed to be zero). On substituting the limits and 

rearranging, we have the final form as

(3-23)

3.9.2 Yield stress

Similarly, the integrated form for the yield stress is obtained by integrating equation (3- 

12) and is given as

(3-24)

3.9.3 Drag stress

Following the same procedure mentioned above, the integrated form of the evolution law 

of drag stress is obtained by integrating equation (3-14) and is given by
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(3-25)

3.10 Hardening moduli

The applied stress o  is a function of R , B and K which in turn are functions of the 

inelastic strain rate. The total derivative of o  for one dimension is obtained from 

equations (3-8), (3-12) and (3-14).

do  — dB + dR + dK 

. da  dB dR dK
" = — “ = — r + — r + — r. (3-26)

del del del del

Using (3-8), (3-12), (3-13) and assume dg = 1, we have

/j = A1( 1 - 4 - )  + A3( 1 - 4 - )  + A5(1 - -^ 7). (3-27)
Be R K

We can establish a curve of h versus a  for a given strain rate. During the early portion

of CSR test, we have £l=0 and the contribution from B and K are assumed to be

smaller than that of R . So A{ and A5 are neglected in equation (3-27) and we have

h = A3( 1 - 4 ) .
R

(3-28)



At larger stress and strain, since R has evolved initially, we can assume that R has 

almost reached saturation and A3 can be neglected leaving B and K . Thus we have

22

h = Al ( l ~ )  + As ( l ~ ) .  
Be K

3.11 Numerical integration

This section gives an improved derivation [15] of the numerical integration 

SUVIC-I model [16].

Using Hooke’s law, the elastic strain can be written as

€ij = Ujkl^kl

where Ltjkl are the elastic moduli and ( )_1 indicates their inverse.

The inelastic strain rate equation (3-3) can be written as

£ij ~ £ (Pm 

where the Pm are scalar state variables.

Specifically -  X ae, /32 = R and Then using (3-1) we have

® ij ~  -̂‘ijkl& kl ~  &

(3-29)

for the

(3-30)

(3-31)

(3-32)

where
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P \ j ~ ^ i j k l n k l • (3-33)

For this subsection, e l = £le in equation (3-6) for clearer notation. The incremental 

inelastic strain rate can be written as

A f ‘ = Ar[(l -  d)£[t) + 0e[t+&t) ] (3-34)

where 0 < 6 < 1. When 0 = 0 , one has the forward (Euler) scheme. When 6 = 1, one has 

the backward (implicit) scheme. Again, following [23], using a Taylor expansion

From equations (3-6) and (3-8), we have

A  = Sjjiijj -  - ( 4 ^ ’’ + A2Bqe lC q)Bij]nij . (3-36a)
5 B e

Using (3-31), we find

A = V«y - .  (3-36b)

But since

nUnij = 1 -

Equation (3-36b) becomes



A  - $ i j nij ~ ~ A\£l +[—L £lBlJ + A2BcJ lc  qBij]nij
* B e

j82 =R

And

& = K -

And the evolution of the state variables can be expressed as

P(m) ~^'(m)£ P(m)

where (m) is the index for the state variables (from 1-3 here), ( 3 ^  

Only. Using (3-32), we have

fi(m) ~  ^(m )£  Vij(m) ^ i jk l^ k l  ~  £  ^\j ) fi(m)

P (m )  ~  ^ ( tn )£  7 i j (m ) ^ ijk l£k l P (m )

where

^(m) ~ l~(m)

r i = Al ( - — + -4-riij)
3 Be

24

(3-36c)

involves scalar terms

(3-37a)

(3-37b)

(3-38a)
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Vi[/(l) n ij

ft\c) = A 2B r lC - ‘>Bijnij

% 2) = 0

A f ) = o

When A4 = 0

r 3 = - ^ - a — £-)
A"

%  3) = 0

A f ) = °

when A6 = 0 , substituting equation (3-37) into (3-35) and then (3-34), one has

(3-38c)

(3-39a)

(3-39b)

(3-39c)

(3-40a)

(3-40b)

(3-40c)

(3-38b)

As' = At{(\ -  0)£lU) +d[e{t) + 

de'
+ r }ij(m)^ijkl^kt +  f t(m))] 1
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Solving for A £ ', one has

+ 4 / % )

Define

One has

_

£ = GMH

^  \ +  £  +  \ +  £  3p  (Vij(m )L ijkl A e kl + AAm))

f ' “  i + ^ + ] +  £  6 A t ^ m  L ijkt A ?k l + AAm))

(3-4 la) 

(3-4 lb)

_  f (o 1 g  ^  d e l (vk r A b s c
£  ~  \ +  g  + ~ f f Y + f  ' ViJ (m) ijkl £ kl + P ( m )) (3-42)
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If we assume = 0 , and using equation (3-32), the rate equation can be written as

(3-43)

where

(3-44)

In summary, the stress-strain rate equations are expressed by the equations (3-37) -  (3- 

40).

3.12 Digitization of curves

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the CSR and creep curves taken from [20]. They are scanned 

to jpeg files for digitizing.

In order to digitize these curves, two M-files ’mclick.m’ and ‘databymouseclick.m’ (see 

Appendix-19) are written in MATLAB. These files generate the coordinates for the 

curves in MATLAB. The process to obtain the digitized data is explained in detail in 

Appendix-19.

The data obtained after digitization of CSR and creep curves are shown in Figure 3 and 

Figure 4. These figures are similar to the experimental curves shown in Figure 1 and 

Figure 2 respectively, for CSR and creep curves.



3.13 Determination of slopes from graphs
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Now, we have the digitized data in terms of x and y coordinates with their origin in a 

spreadsheet. In order to determine the hardening modulus and the slopes from the graphs, 

we need to choose a constant strain rate curve.

For example, we chose the data corresponding to the constant strain rate curve 

6 .2 0 x l0 “6^-1 . First, calculate the total axial strain e which is given by

£(%)
£ = <3-45)

Then the total elastic strain £e is calculated by

e ^ m a x  3.03 MPa£ -  —^   -------------- = 0.0505% (3-46)
E 6000 MPa K ’

where the peak stress <Tmax for this strain rate is 3.03 MPa. This value is taken from the 

experimental data [20] and the Young’s modulus E is taken as 6000 MPa. Now we 

calculate the total inelastic strain £l which is given by

£l = £ - £ e . (3-47)

An initial graph is then plotted between the axial stress versus the axial strain (%) as 

shown in Figure 5. This is similar to the experimental curve. Then a graph is plotted 

between the axial stress versus the total inelastic strain considering the whole curve as 

shown in Figure 6 . As we are interested in stress value up to the peak stress, a graph is 

plotted as shown in Figure 7 considering only the initial portion of the curve up to the



peak stress. A polynomial trend line of order of 5 or 6 is usually selected to best fit the 

curve. The trend line equation is given by

y =  2 x l 0 9x 5 -1 x 1 0 9x 4 + 3 x 1 0 7x 3 

-308540x2 +1335.8x + 0.1191
(3-48)

which is also displayed on the chart. On differentiating, the above equation becomes

In this, the total inelastic strain is substituted as its jc value in order to obtain the 

hardening modulus. The relationship between the hardening modulus and stress is shown 

in Figure 8 . To determine the slope m] from the graph, hardening modulus hx is taken at 

a small stress value of 0.4 MPa corresponding to a small inelastic strain. Here we neglect 

the contribution of B and K (see Section 3.10). h2 is taken at a higher strain 1.2 MPa. 

Then the slope mj is given by

Similarly, the values near the saturation point are considered to determine the slope m2 

from the graph. In this case, h3 and h4 are taken at a stress values of 1.9 MPa and 2.4 

MPa respectively. The slope m2 is given by

= 1010x 4 - 4 x 109 x3 + 9 x 107 x 2 -617080x +1335.8. (3-49)

(3-50)

(3-51)
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3.14 Determination of material parameters

The ultimate goal is to provide the best suitable material parameters for the SUVIC-I 

model. The procedure to obtain the material parameters is based on the approach given 

by Aubertin et al. in [6]. This is followed in determining our parameters because the 

mechanical behavior has many common features in the ductile inelastic flow regime for 

different types of polycrystalline materials.

3.14.1 Calculation procedure

We choose data of four strain rates e -  l.OSxlO-4 ^-1 , 1 .13x l0-5 s - 1 , 6 .2 0 x l0 -6

and 2.65xlO -6 ^-1 from CSR curves as the primary source of data for determining 

material constants and validation. Initially, we made use of the last two strain rates to 

obtain the constants. The variables and the constants involved in the SUVIC-I are 

identified and tabulated in Table 3-1.

3.14.2 Calculations

The steps involved in determining the material parameters are as follows:

3.14.2.1 Calculation of A3

1. e0 is calculated by equation (3-15).

a. The peak stress a is taken from the experimental data [20],

b. The normalizing constant cr0 is assumed to be 1 MPa for the sake of 

convenience.



c. The applied strain rate e ‘ is taken from the experimental data [20].

d. The value of n has to be between 2.5 to 4.
t

2. ai is calculated by equation (3-18).

a. The normalizing constant C is assumed to be 1 MPa.

b. The values of x and nx are assumed to be close to unity [6].

3. The ratio of a j  a  is calculated. This ratio has to be in the range of 0.5 and 0.9

[6], i.e., the range considered for the crystalline materials.

4. Combining equations (3-15), (3-16), (3-17) and (3-18), we get

B0 +R0 = = 0 .8 .

5. R is calculated by equation (3-17).

a. The value of Ra has to lie between 0 < Ra < 0.8.

h — h
6 . The value of R is given by R = —— ~  (equation (3-50)).

Imi|

a. The values of hx and h2 correspond to slope m j.

b. mx is obtained from graphs (see Section 3.13). This value of R will

change with respect to slope mx.

This process is repeated for the second strain rate and all values are tabulated in Table 

3-2.
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Table 3-1 Variables and constants in SUVIC-I model

Variables

Applied constant strain rate (s )

a Applied stress value (MPa)

a Saturation value of applied stress (MPa)

Material constant in the kinetic law creep (MPa)

n Exponential in the kinetic law creep

£o Normalizing material constant (5 )

Material constant for the internal stress

c Normalizing constant (MPa)

n\ Exponential for the saturation internal stress

Internal stress (MPa)

°'i Saturation value of internal stress (MPa)

Bo Normalizing constant for back stress (MPa)

Ro Normalizing constant for yield stress (MPa)

R State variable for the yield stress (MPa)

R Saturation value of the yield stress R (MPa)

h Hardening modulus (MPa)

\ Hardening modulus corresponding to slope mj (MPa)

h2 Hardening modulus corresponding to slope mj (MPa)

h3 Hardening modulus corresponding to slope m2 (MPa)

h 4 Hardening modulus corresponding to slope m2 (MPa)

m, Slope obtained from graphs during early stage
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Table 3-1 (Continued)

m2 Slope obtained from graphs near saturation

ro Initial value of R (MPa)

A 3 Constant for the evolution law of R for the hardening and 

dynamic recovery functions (MPa)

Be Function defining the saturation value of back stress (MPa)

K Saturation value of drag stress (MPa)

X'ae Equivalent reduced stress (MPa)

£l Inelastic strain rate (s -1 )

A Power law coefficient (s )

Q Activation energy ( J/mole)

Rs Universal gas constant (8.31447/m o/ -  K )

T Temperature ( K)

A Constant for the evolution law of B^ for the hardening and 

dynamic recovery functions (MPa)

A Constant for the evolution law of K for the hardening and 

dynamic recovery functions (MPa)
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Table 3-2 Variables and constants involved in calculation of A3

Case-1 Case-2

Step 1 Constant strain rate e le 6.20X10-6 2.65X10-6

<7 3.03 2.32

° o 1 1

n 4 4

7.355X10-8 9.147X10-8

Step 2 a See Step 1

X 0.8 0.8

C (MPa) 1 1

n i 1 1

cr- (MPa) 2.424 1.856

Step 3
El
C7

0.8 0.8

Step 4 B0 +R0 0.8 0.8

Step 5 Ro 0.3 0.3

si See Step 1 See Step 1

n

R 0.909 0.696

R _  h2~h\
abs(m 1)

0.85 0.270



7. The growth law of integration of yield stress is given by equation (3-24).

a. An initial value of r0 > 0 is considered.

b. We have assumed d g =1.

c. The value of inelastic strain e l is taken at /z3 of slope m2. These values 

change with the value taken from the digitization of curves.

8 . The value of A3 is obtained by substituting all the corresponding values in this 

equation:

(3-52)

Various approaches were tried to obtain the values of A3 and r0 .

a) The above procedure is followed for two strain rates. Thus the two equations (of 

form of equation (3-52)) are solved for A3 and r0.

b) e 1 is taken at /z3 and respectively to solve for A3 .

c) Later on, these values are varied over the following ranges:

i. n- 2.5 to 4.

ii. Ra - 0.05 to 0.75

iii. R - 0.1 to 0.9.

3.14.2.2 Calculation of Aj and A5

9. Be is calculated by using equation (3-16).

a. The value of B0 has to lie between 0 < Ba < 0.8.

10. K is calculated by using equation (3-20).



a. The value of X ae is given by X ae = <7 -  Be .

b. The value of inelastic strain e l is taken at h3 of slope m2. These values 

change with the value taken from the digitization of curves.

c. The exponent N  is the limiting value of the power-law exponent n when
f

(71 = 0 [6]. This value can be between 2.5 to 4.

d. A and K are mutually dependent parameters. The material constant A is
f

fixed and the value of K is calculated from the steady-state flow

relationship [6]. The initial value of A was 10~6 to 10~7 .

e. The activation energy Q is assumed to be -  67.5 KJ/mol.

f. Temperature T is assumed to be 269.15K.

g. The value of universal gas constant Rg is 8.3144 J/mol-K.

11. m2 is calculated by using equation (3-51).

a. The values of h are taken from digitized data. The value of m2 varies 

with the chosen values. These values should be taken near their saturation. 

This process is carried out for two applied strain rates and the corresponding values are 

tabulated in Table 3-3.

12. The values of Ai and A5 can be obtained by two methods:

Method-1: Substitute the corresponding values in equation below:

(3-53)

Method-2: Substitute the values of corresponding terms in the equation below
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del d s l del de l
B R K (3' 54)
Ai (1 -) + A3 (1---- r) + ^5 (1----- r)
Be R K



Table 3-3 Variables and constants involved in calculation of A { and A 5

Step 9 B o 0.5 0.5

See Step 1

€0

n

Be 1.515 1.16

Step 10 K e 1.515 1.16

R See Step 1

e l 0.002852664 0.001292165

A 5e9 5e9

Q 67500 67500

R 8.3144 8.3144

T 269.15 269.15

N 4 4

K 0.6109 0.774

Step 11
B + K = k] ~ k.4

K l

0.22 0.12



Several combinations were tried to solve for A{ and A5 such as

a) The initial value of A was 10  ̂ to 10- 7 . This was varied from 109 to 1010.

b) Ba is varied from 0.05 to 0.75.

c) £0 is varied from 0.05 to 0.085.

d) £l is substituted for the inelastic strain corresponding to slope ■ This was 

replaced by the applied strain rate.

To incorporate all these changes, m-files are written in MATLAB for both the analytical 

and numerical methods to solve for A{ and A5 , as discussed below.

3.15 Solving equations using MATLAB

This section illustrates the details of solving Aj and A5 . An analytical method was

initially used. This method did not give reasonable values (see Section 3.15.1). 

Subsequently, numerical method was used. The details are provided in this section.

3.15.1 Analytical method

The ‘solve’ function from the Symbolic math toolbox in MATLAB [36] is used to solve 

for A] and A5 for the equations (3-53) and (3-54). The syntax for the solve function is

g = solve (eql, eq2)

where eql and eq2 are the equations shown in Table 3-4.



Various procedures are followed to solve for Aj and A5. An m-file was written for each 

of the following procedures as mentioned in Table 3-4. On solving, the values of Aj and 

A5 are either complex numbers or negative numbers. To overcome this, we implemented 

all these procedures in a numerical method as discussed below.

3.15.2 Numerical method

We made use of ‘/solve' of the optimization toolbox in MATLAB to solve for Aj and

A5 . 7solve’ is intended to solve the system for nonlinear equations. solve’ finds a root

(zero) of a system of nonlinear equations. We give our equations in the function ‘fun’. 

The syntax for fsolve is

x = fsolve (fun, x0 ).

This tries to solve the equations described in ‘fun’ with an initial value x0 .

Separate m-files and functions were written for the procedures shown in Table 3-4. The 

results obtained from these procedures were also either complex or negative numbers. 

Though some positive values occurred, they are invalid because they are too small to 

consider.

3.16 Optimizing the material parameters

After doing some preliminary work with the values and procedures, we obtained the 

possible set of constants which are tabulated in Table 3-5. This preliminary set of 

constants is determined from the CSR tests.



Table 3-4 Various procedures to solve for A, and A5

Equation-1 Equation-2

Procedure-1 Method-1 for a single 

applied strain rate

Method-2 for a single 

applied strain rate

Procedure-2 Same as Procedure-1, 

except for Aj = 0 

Method-1 for a single 

applied strain rate

Same as Procedure-1, 

except for Aj = 0 

Method-2 for a single 

applied strain rate

Procedure-3(a) Method-1 for first applied 

strain rate

Method-1 for second 

applied strain rate

Procedure-3(b) Method-2 for first applied 

strain rate

Method-2 for second 

applied strain rate

Procedure-4 Same as Procedure-3, 

except for Aj = 0 

Method-1 for first applied 

strain rate

Same as Procedure-3, 

except for Aj = 0 

Method-1 for second 

applied strain rate

Procedure-5 Vary ka from 0.05 to 0.85

and follow Procedure-3 for 

the first applied strain rate

Vary k0 from 0.05 to

0.85 and follow 

Procedure-3 for the 

second applied strain rate



Table 3-5 Preliminary set of material parameters
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Sno Case-1 Case-2

Step 1 Constant strain rate £l 6.20xl0~6 2.65X10"6

a 3.03 2.32

O o 1 1

n 4 4

8.25149X10"8 8.25149 xlO -8

X 0.8 0.8

C 1 1

nx 1 1

<j\ (MPa) 2.424 1.856

Step 3
f

< T

0.8 0.8

Step 4 B o  + R o 0.8 0.8

Step 5 f

R 2.3553476 1.9044

R 0 0.8 0.8

n 4 4

Step 7 R _  h 2 ~ h \

abs(m 1)
0.85 0.27

Step 8 A3 (Average) 289.07 289.07

806.845 806.845

Step 9 B 0 0 0

B e 0 0
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n 4 4

Step 10 K 1.9089 1.454

K e 3.03 2.32

R 2.3553476 1.9044

£l 0.002852664 0.001292165

A 5e9 5e9

Q 67500 67500

R 8.3144 8.3144

T 269.15 269.15

n 4 4

k o 0.05 0.05

A\ 0 0

76.170 83.142

Final value A5 (Average ) 79.6565 79.6565

This preliminary set of constants shown in Table 3-5 is adjusted by means of Python 

codes to check its validity. The main criterion is to obtain a curve closer to the

experimental data of £ = 1.03 x l(T 4 s -1, the gap between the peak stress of the obtained

curve and the experimental curve to be minimum and to obtain the peak stress value 

closer to the experimental one.

For this, we have considered a strain rate 1.03x10 4 5 1 as the primary curve to obtain 

the final set of constants. The parameters Aj, A3 and A5 are varied from 0 to 1600. The

material parameter n is varied from 2.5 to 4. The material parameter £0 is initially 

calculated by considering two strain rates but later on the value corresponding to the 

strain rate 1.13x10 5s 1 is taken. The major changes are contributed by adjusting the
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constants - A l , A3, A5, n and e0. Varying other parameters such as b0, r0 and k0 

accounted only for a small change. All these are varied to best fit with its experimental 

curve. Once these values met the main criterion for this single curve, these material 

parameters are used to validate for CSR tests at different strain rates. Later, this set is also 

used to validate creep tests. The final set of material parameters are tabulated in Table

Table 3-6 Final set of constants

Material parameters Values

Al 75

^3 1600

^5 95

n 4

N 4

A 5e9

£0 7.794e-8

B0 0.1

*0 0.8

k o 0.05

ro 0

bo 0

E 6000

V 0.3

T 269.15

Q 67500



Initially we have assumed the sum of Ra + B0 is equal to 0.8. Now, their sum equals to

0.9. The Python results for CSR and creep tests are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4 PYTHON RESULTS 

4.1 Introduction

Python is a popular object-oriented programming language and has compatibility with 

many other languages. It also can run on many platforms. As discussed in the earlier 

chapter, the preliminary set of values is varied with the help of the Python codes to obtain 

the final set of constants.

The material parameters, internal state variables and the time details are given as input 

values to the main programs of CSR (see Appendix-1-7) and creep tests (see Appendix- 

8-10). The material parameters are the same for both the CSR and the creep tests, but the 

time period and the time step vary for both the tests. These main programs in turn call the 

subroutine ‘suvic.py’ (see Appendix-11). The Python results for both the CSR and creep 

tests are given in this chapter.

4.2 CSR results

The main program of CSR takes the applied strain rate as the input parameter along with 

the material parameters and internal state variables. The Python programs are simulated

for CSR tests for the strain rates -  10~2 , 10-3, l.OSxlO-4 ^-1, 1 .13xl0-5s -1,

6.20x10 6s \  10 7 and 10 8 . The results of the following three cases -  1.03X10-4s -1,

1.13x10 5s l , 6.20x10-6s -1 are obtained to compare with the experimental data.

The Python results for the three main cases are illustrated in Figure 9 in comparison with 

the experimental results. The evolution values and the saturation values for each of the 

cases are given as follows:
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Table 4-1 Evolution and saturation values for all CSR tests

Strain rate Evolution values Saturation values

Case-1: 1 .0 3 X K T V 1 Figure 10 Figure 11

Case-2: 1.13x 1 C T V Figure 12 Figure 13

Case-3: 6 .2 0 x l0 _6^_1 Figure 14 Figure 15

Case-4: 10-2 s~l Figure 16 Figure 17

Case-5: 1CT3 s~] Figure 18 Figure 19

Case-6: 10~7 Figure 20 Figure 21

Case-7: 10~8 s " 1 Figure 22 Figure 23

4.3 Creep results

For creep cases, the main program takes the applied stress as the input parameter in the 

internal state variables along with the material parameters. The three creep cases are 

3.71MPa, 3.07MPa, 2.08MPa. The time graphs for the three creep tests are illustrated in 

Figure 24 in comparison with the experimental results. After obtaining these results, the 

final set of material constants are implemented in the finite element software ABAQUS 

and are discussed in next later.

Table 4-2 Evolution and saturation values for all creep tests

Stress Evolution values Saturation values

Case-1: 3.71 MPa Figure 25 Figure 26

Case-2: 3.07 MPa Figure 27 Figure 28

Case-3: 2.08 MPa Figure 29 Figure 30
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5.1 Introduction

As described in the previous chapter, Python programs were developed for CSR and 

creep tests. This chapter describes the implementation of a similar program to generate 

2D axisymmetric and 3D models in ABAQUS with the user subroutines.

This chapter discusses the following in detail.

■ Calculation of time period values in CSR and creep tests.

■ Geometry and model of axisymmetric and 3D cases.

■ Elements incorporated.

■ Brief description of ABAQUS.

5.2 Time period values in CSR and creep tests

The time period values are very important in both the CSR and creep tests as it controls 

two main factors. First, the displacement, percent of strain and the time for which the 

program runs in case of the CSR tests. Second, the time for which the program should run 

in case of the creep tests.

5.2.1 CSR tests

The calculation procedure for the time and the displacement values is given for an 

applied strain rate l.OSxlO-4 ^- 1 .

Chapter 5 MODELING IN ABAOUS



Calculations

Case-1 (Applied strain rate e = 1.03X10-4 s~l )

In this case, we are interested in strain up to 0.6% then,

49

A / AI
£ m a x  =  —  = ------------------- =  0 - 0 0 6  .  ( 5 - 1 )

max I 0.05 V '

But £max =1.03x10 s 1. On substituting this value in the above equation, we obtain 

Al = 0.0003 m.

Then the time period is calculated by this equation

1.03*10“4 (5_2)
l*(t) V ;

A similar procedure is followed for other cases and all the time and displacement values 

for CSR tests are tabulated in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1 Calculated values for displacement and time for CSR tests

Applied strain rate ( s 1 ) Time (sec) Displacement (m)

Case la 1.03 x 10~4 60 0.0003

Case lb 1 .03xl0“4 195 0.001

Case2 1.13xl0“5 1154 0.00065

Case3 6 .2 0 x l0 “6 2420 0.00075
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5.2.2 Creep tests

The time periods and write frequency in case of creep tests are given in Table 5-2. In this 

case, the value of the time period varies with load.

Table 5-2 Values of load and time for creep tests

MPa Time (sec)

Casel 3.71 1200

Case2 3.07 3000

Case3 2.08 5200

These time values of CSR and creep tests are the same for both the axisymmetric and 3D 

models which are discussed in the following sections.

5.3 ABAQUS/CAE

ABAQUS, a well-known software for FEA (finite element analysis), enables us to solve 

linear and nonlinear simulation problems. It can solve problems in diverse areas with its 

extensive library of elements and material models. The main products of ABAQUS are 

ABAQUS/Standard, ABAQUS/Explicit and ABAQUS/CAE.

5.4 Generation of a 2D axisymmetric model

The 2D axisymmetric case is developed in ABAQUS/CAE for two types of tests -  CSR 

and creep tests. We considered three cases of CSR and creep tests each.
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5.4.1 Geometry and model

The model and the geometry are the same for both the CSR and creep tests. Let us 

consider a rectangle. The diameter and the height are 0.02 m and 0.05 m, respectively. 

The radial and axial coordinates of this cross-section are represented by r and z , 

respectively. When 0 = 0, the radial and the axial direction correspond to the global x 

and y respectively. Since we are generating this model in ABAQUS/CAE, it is sufficient 

to model only one half of the geometry with the radial axis and the axis of symmetry. The 

coordinates of this axisymmetric model are shown in Figure 31. In these coordinates, the 

first value and the second value corresponds to the radial and axial values, respectively.

5.4.2 Boundary conditions

There are three boundary conditions for this model. First, a boundary condition is 

constrained along the radial direction ( r = 0). Second, there is one more constraint along 

the axial direction ( z = 0). The first two boundary conditions are similar for both the 

CSR and creep tests, whereas there is a change in the third boundary condition. A 

displacement boundary condition and load are applied in the negative axial directions for 

CSR and creep tests, respectively.

5.4.3 Elements

ABAQUS has several built-in elements for the axisymmetric cases. Among them, we 

have chosen a CAX8R element from the stress/displacements without twist elements. 

This is an 8-node biquadratic element with reduced integration. It has two degrees of 

freedom -  ur and uz corresponding to the radial and axial directions, respectively. 

Nodes are connected in the counter-clockwise direction. We have considered only a
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single element in case of an axisymmetric model to perform the finite element 

simulations. This element has a total of 4 integration points for output.

5.4.4 Output components

The stress, strain and other tensors of an element follow an order for its components. For 

example, the order of the stress components is as follows:

Grr 'Stress in the radial directionN
Stress in the axial direction

°ee
-------------► Hoop direct stress

\  rz ) v Shear stress y

This order is the same for strain components.

5.4.5 Material parameters

We have 32 material parameters and 13 state variables from the final set of material 

constants. These values are given as the input parameters in the input file.

The generation of a 2D axisymmetric model for CSR tests is explained in detail with 

snapshots in Appendix — 12. The generation of a 2D axisymmetric model for creep case 

is discussed with its differences from the CSR model in Appendix -  13.

The SUVIC-I model is then implemented through the user subroutines which is discussed 

in Section 5.6. This model along with the user subroutine is submitted for the finite 

element analysis discussed in Section 5.8.
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A 3D model is also developed in ABAQUS/CAE for both the CSR and creep tests. Here 

also we consider three cases for CSR tests.

5.5.1 Geometry and model

The model and the geometry are the same for both the CSR and creep tests. Let us 

consider a 3D rectangle. The length, width and depth are 0.02 m, 0.05 m and 0.01 m 

respectively. Since we are generating this model in ABAQUS/CAE, it is sufficient to 

model only the quarter geometry. The geometry of a 3D model is shown in Figure 32.

5.5.2 Boundary conditions

We have three boundary conditions as in the axisymmetric case. First, a boundary 

condition constrained in the X direction. Second, there is one more constraint in the Y 

axis. These two boundary conditions are the same for both CSR and creep tests whereas 

there is a change in the third boundary condition. For CSR, a displacement boundary 

condition is applied in the negative Y direction whereas a pressure is applied in the 

negative Y direction in case of the creep tests.

5.5.3 Elements

There are various elements for the 3D cases. We have chosen a 3D element C3D20R 

corresponding to its axisymmetric case element CAX8R. This C3D20R is a 20 node

quadratic brick element with reduced integration. This element has three degrees of 

freedom -  m, , u2 and u3. In this case too, we have considered only a single element to

5.5 Generation of a 3D model
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perform the finite element simulations. The nodes are connected in the counter-clockwise 

direction.

5.5.4 Output components

The stress, strain and other tensors of elements follow an order for its components. For 

example, the order of the stress components is given by

p v r Stress in the XX directionN

°22 Stress in the YY direction
^33

-------------► Stress in the ZZ direction
(712 Shear stress XY

°13 Shear stress XZ

1^23 J KShear stressYZ y

This order is similar for strain components.

5.5.5 Material parameters

The material parameters are the same for 3D model as of axisymmetric model. In this 

case, there are 17 state variables as opposed to 13 in the axisymmetric model. These 

values are given as the input parameters in the input file. The material parameters do not 

change for CSR and creep cases even in 3D model. The procedure to build 3D model for 

both CSR tests is discussed in Appendix -  14. This provides only its differences from the 

axisymmetric case.
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5.6 User subroutines

ABAQUS has an extensive library which supports various subroutines to define the 

behavior of the material. The constitutive model SUVIC-I is implemented into the 

ABAQUS through this user subroutine UMAT written in the FORTRAN language. This 

user subroutine has an extension of *.f. They employ the forward integration algorithm 

for numerical integration is implemented. Two user subroutines are developed for 

axisymmetric and 3D models, respectively. This user subroutine with the above 

mentioned ABAQUS/CAE models are submitted to perform the analysis. The procedure 

to run these models with user subroutines is explained later (see Section 5.8).

5.7 Flow chart for the subroutine

The sequence of the implementation of the user subroutine can be obtained by following 

the flowchart shown in Figure 33.

5.8 Running ABAQUS

The input files from the ABAQUS/CAE models along with the user subroutines are 

submitted in ABAQUS to perform the finite element analysis.

For a smaller jobs, type this at the command prompt

abaqus job= < inputfilename> user=<userfilename.f>

where < > denote user supplied name. This runs the program and generates other files. It 

is always recommended to run the medium and large jobs by using a batch mode as 

queued jobs. The procedure to use these queues is as follows -  a loadleveller script is first



created. An example of loadleveller is included in the Appendix -  20. In this loadleveller 

script, the ABAQUS input file name and the user filename are given and is saved as 

<scriptname>. For example, in this case it is named as csrcasel. Then type

llsubmit <scriptname> at the command prompt.

This runs the program and generates other files in ABAQUS which is discussed in next 

section.

5.9 Generation of other files

Once the job is submitted, several files are generated. A brief description of these files is 

given below.

■ 023 -  communication file.

■ com

■ dat -  printed results output file.

■ fil -  results file.

■ inp -  input file.

■ log -  log file and contains the summary information about the job execution.

■ Mdl -  plot file

■ Msg -  message file.

■ Prt

■ Odb -  output database file

■ Sta -  status file.

■ Stt
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Once the program is successfully completed, we will be able to produce these results. 

Reports are also generated in ABAQUS as shown in Appendix - 2 1 .  These ABAQUS 

results are then compared with the Python results.

5.10.1 Runtime values for CSR tests of an axisymmetric model

Table 5-3 gives the details of the CPU time, write frequency and displacement for each of 

the applied strain rates for the axisymmetric case. We have adjusted the writing 

frequency to the *.odb file to reduce the amount of output and run-time.

Table 5-3 Runtime values for CSR tests

5.10 ABAQUS results

Applied strain 

rate ( s -1 )

Time Displacement Cpu

time

Write

Frequency

Output

Frequency

Case 1 a 1.03X10-4 60 0.0003 76.27 1 200

Case lb 1.03X10-4 195 0.001 603.16 1 300

Case2 1.13xlO-5 1154 0.00065 4434.7 100 1000

Case3 6.20xl0~6 2420 0.00075 19108 200 2000

5.10.2 Runtime values for CSR tests of 3D model

Table 5-4 gives the details of the CPU time, write frequency and displacement for each of 

the applied strain rates for the 3D case.
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Table 5-4 Runtime values for CSR tests for 3D model

Applied 

strain 

rate ( s~l )

Time

(sec)

Displacement

(m)

Cpu

time

(sec)

Write

frequency

Output

frequency

Case la 1.03X10-4 60 0.0003 136.10 50 300

Case 1 b 1.03x1 O'4 195 0.001 203.34 50 300

Case2 1.13x10-5 1154 0.00065 4301.8 100 1000

Case3 6.20X10-6 2420 0.00075 17274 200 2000

5.11 Simulation results

The finite element simulations of three CSR tests for an axisymmetric model are 

compared with the Python results in Figure 34. The ABAQUS results of three CSR tests 

for 3D model are shown in Figure 35. Peak values from the simulated results are given in 

comparison with the experimental data [20] in Table 5-5.

Table 5-5 Comparison of peak values

Strain rate 

(s~l )

Experimental values [20] Simulated results

Peak stress 

(tfmax) (MPa)

Strain at

( < W ( % )

Peak stress

(<7maX)(MPa)

Strain at

( < w ) ( % )

1.03xl0"4 5.14(5.01) 0.39 (0.78) 5.01 0.834

1.13x10-5 3.47 1.196 3.27 1.07

6.20x1 O’6 3.03 1.242 2.81 0.969

CSR results are in good agreement with the experimental data. The peak stresses obtained
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are closer to the experimental values. But the strains corresponding to the peak stress for 

experimental data are comparatively higher than simulated results. Experimental data are 

not available for all of the simulated CSR results. There could be inconsistency even for 

the available experimental data. We have two yield points for the strain rate of

1.03xlCT4 s~x. This is the primary curve we have selected to determine the final set of 

constants. Peak values of stress and strains correspond to a secondary peak (values in 

parentheses in Table 5-5) in this case. This peak is slightly lower than the initial yield.

Peak values are even closer for the other two strain rates 1.13x10-5 and 6.20xlCT6 s~l 

when they are compared. The peak stress occurs around 16.5 MPa for the highest strain 

rate lx lO -2 s -1 . The peak stress of strain rate lxlC T3 s -1 is around 11 MPa which is

comparable with its experimental value of 10.02 at 0.38% for 1 .14x l0“3 s -1 . The peak 

stress occurs around 0.65 MPa in comparison with its experimental value of 0.687 (0.80) 

for strain rate 10-7 s ' 1. The peak stress comes around 0.14 MPa for 10"8 s~l at a smaller 

strain. From this, we can conclude that higher the strain rate, the higher will be the peak 

stress values. Though the peak values coincide, the stress-strain curves slightly deviate 

from the experimental ones. This deviation could be because damage is not included in 

this model which may influence the slope of the stress-strain curve. These Python results 

obtained using the final set of material constants are then validated with the ABAQUS 

results for some of the cases.

The value of the total stress (S22) should be equal or greater than the sum of the yield 

stress and the back stress. Their difference is the overstress that drives the plastic 

deformation. This phenomenon is prominent in most of the cases while obtaining their 

evolution and saturation values. These components follow this order of S22 > yield stress 

> drag stress > back stress for most of the cases. The evolution and saturation values 

decrease as the strain rate decreases and vice-versa.



Creep results are more reasonable for the higher stresses than the lower values. The time 

graphs are closer to the experimental data.
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6.1 Conclusions

This thesis presents an updated version of a unified viscoplastic SUVIC-I model for the 

ductile region of polycrystalline ice. It also gives a detailed procedure to obtain the 

material parameters for this model. These parameters are the same for both the CSR and 

creep tests.

The final set of material parameters was obtained by adjusting the initial values using the 

Python programs, whose results were in good agreement with the experimental data. For 

CSR tests, the peak stress obtained from the simulation results corresponded with the 

experimental values. The stress-strain curves were in good agreement with the 

experimental curves though they deviated a bit from the curves. In the case of creep tests, 

the time graphs were closer to the experimental curves. These graphs can handle only the 

primary and secondary creep portions since damage, which is responsible for tertiary 

creep, is not included in our model.

The SUVIC-I model was implemented into the finite element program ABAQUS with 

the numerical implementation for CSR tests with the final set of material constants. These 

results were then compared with the Python results.

6.2 Scope of future work

Based on the present work, much more could potentially be done. The foremost choice 

would be using cyclic and strain rate jump tests. These tests should be repeated for

Chapter 6 CONCLUSIONS



different strain rates in order to improve or validate the model. These tests illustrate the 

capabilities of the model and also help to validate the material parameters.

Another major scope increase could be the employment of an optimization framework, in 

order to obtain the material parameters more systematically and efficiently.

Damage can be included in this SUVIC-I model to describe the mechanical behavior of 

ice in more detail.

62
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Figure 2 Experimental curves for creep tests [3]
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Figure 3 Digitized data for CSR tests



Figure 4 Digitized data for creep tests
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Figure 5 Axial stress versus axial strain of CSR tests for case-3: 6.20*10'6s'1
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Figure 6 Axial stress versus inelastic strain of CSR tests for case-3: 6.20*10 ' V
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Figure 7 Initial portion of the curve
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Figure 9 Comparison of Python results for three CSR tests with the experimental data
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Figure 10 Evolution values of CSR tests for case-1: 1.03*10 4 s 1
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Figure 12 Evolution values of CSR tests for case-2:1.13*10‘5 s'1



Figure 13 Saturation values of CSR tests for case-2:1.13*10*5 s’1
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Figure 14 Evolution values of CSR tests for case-3: 6.20*10'6 s'1
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Figure 16 Evolution values of CSR tests for case-4: lO^s'1



Figure 17 Saturation values of CSR tests for case-4: lO ^s'1
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Figure 18 Evolution values of CSR tests for case-5: 10'3 s'1
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Figure 19 Saturation values of CSR tests for case-5: 10'3 s'1
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Figure 20 Evolution values of CSR tests for case-6: 10'7 s'1
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Figure 21 Saturation values of CSR tests for case-6: 10‘7 s'1
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Figure 22 Evolution values of CSR tests for case-7: 10'8 s'1
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Figure 23 Saturation values of CSR tests for case-7:10’8 s’1



Figure 24 Comparison of Python creep results with the experimental data
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Figure 25 Evolution values of creep tests for case-1: 3.71 MPa



Figure 26 Saturation values of creep tests for case-1: 3.71 MPa
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Figure 27 Evolution values of creep tests for case-2: 3.07 MPa



Figure 28 Saturation values of creep tests for case-2: 3.07 MPa
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Figure 29 Evolution values of creep tests for case-3: 2.08 MPa
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Figure 30 Saturation values of creep tests for case-3: 2.08 MPa
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Figure 31 Radial and axial coordinates of an axisymmetric model 

(All dimensions are in meters)
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Figure 32 Geometry for a 3D model

(All dimensions are in meters)



Figure 33 Flowchart for user subroutine



Figure 34 Comparison of ABAQUS CSR results of an axisymmetric model with Python results
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Figure 35 ABAQUS results of CSR tests for 3D model
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APPENDICES 

Appendix-1 Main program for CSR case-1: 1.03*10'4s'1

#!/usr/bin/env Python 

#constant strain rate (csr) 

import suvic_ice

props = [75.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.1, 7.794e-8, 4.0, 5e9, 67500.0, 269.15, 4.0, 0.8, 1.0, 4.0, 1600.0,

1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.05, 1.0, 4.0, 95.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 8.3144, 6000.0, 0.3, 1.0]

isv = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.01]

tO = 0.0; tf = 2000.0; dt= 0.001 

de_dt = 0.000103

#props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, print_ndt

aCSR = suvic_ice.constant_strain_rate(props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, 3000) 

aCSR.run()
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#!/usr/bin/env python 

#constant strain rate (csr) 

import suvic_ice

props = [75.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.1, 7.794e-8, 4.0, 5e9, 67500.0, 269.15, 4.0, 0.8, 1.0, 4.0, 1600.0,

1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.05, 1.0, 4.0,95.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0,8.3144, 6000.0, 0.3, 1.0]

isv = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.01]

tO = 0.0; tf = 2000.0; dt= 0.001 

de_dt = 0.0000113

#props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, print_ndt

Appendix-2 Main program for CSR case-2: 1.13*10'J s 1

aCSR = suvic_ice.constant_strain_rate(props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, 3000)

aCSR.run()
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#!/usr/bin/env python 

#constant strain rate (csr) 

import suvic_ice

props = [75.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.1, 7.794e-8, 4.0, 5e9, 67500.0, 269.15, 4.0,0.8, 1.0, 4.0, 1600.0,

1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.05, 1.0, 4.0,95.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0,8.3144, 6000.0, 0.3, 1.0]

isv = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.01]

tO = 0.0; tf = 2000.0; dt= 0.001 

de_dt = 0.0000062

#props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, print_ndt

Appendix-3 Main program for CSR case-3: 6.20* 10'6 s'1

aCSR = suvic_ice.constant_strain_rate(props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, 3000)

aCSR.run()



A ppendix^ Main program for CSR case-4: 10'2 s'1

#!/usr/bin/env python 

#constant strain rate (csr) 

import suv icjce

props = [75.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.1, 7.794e-8, 4.0, 5e9, 67500.0, 269.15, 4.0,

0.8, 1.0, 4.0, 1600.0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.05, 1.0,

4.0,95.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 8.3144, 6000.0, 0.3, 1.0]

isv = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.01]

tO = 0.0; tf = 1600.0; dt= 0.00001 

de_dt = 0.01

#props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, print_ndt

aCSR = suvic_ice.constant_strain_rate(props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, 3000)

aCSR.runQ
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#!/usr/bin/env python 

#constant strain rate (csr) 

import suvic_ice

props = [75.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.1, 7.794e-8, 4.0, 5e9, 67500.0, 269.15, 4.0,

0.8, 1.0, 4.0, 1600.0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.05, 1.0,

4.0,95.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 8.3144, 6000.0, 0.3, 1.0]

isv = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.01]

tO = 0.0; tf = 1000.0; dt= 0.0001 

de_dt = 0.00114

#props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, print_ndt

aCSR = suvic_ice.constant_strain_rate(props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, 3000) 

aCSR.run()

Appendix-5 Main program for CSR case-5: 10'3 s 1



Appendix-6 Main program for CSR case-6: lO 'V 1

#!/usr/bin/env python 

#constant strain rate (csr) 

import suvic_ice

props = [75.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.1, 7.794e-8, 4.0, 5e9, 67500.0, 269.15, 4.0,

0.8, 1.0, 4.0, 1600.0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.05, 1.0,

4.0,95.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 8.3144, 6000.0, 0.3, 1.0]

isv = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.01]

tO = 0.0; tf = 9000.0; dt= 0.001 

de_dt = 0.0000001

#props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, print_ndt

aCSR = suvic_ice.constant_strain_rate(props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, 3000)

aCSR.run()



Appendix-7 Main program for CSR case-7:10'8 s'1

#!/usr/bin/env python 

#constant strain rate (csr) 

import suvic_ice

props = [75.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.1, 7.794e-8, 4.0, 5e9, 67500.0, 269.15, 4.0,

0.8, 1.0, 4.0, 1600.0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.05, 1.0,

4.0,95.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 8.3144, 6000.0, 0.3, 1.0]

isv = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.01]

tO = 0.0; tf = 11000.0; dt= 0.001 

de_dt= 0.00000001

#props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, print_ndt

aCSR = suvic_ice.constant_strain_rate(props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, 3000)

aCSR.runQ
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#!/usr/bin/env Python 

import suvic_ice

props = [75.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.1, 7.794e-8, 4.0, 5e9, 67500.0, 269.15, 4.0, 0.8, 1.0, 4.0, 1600.0,

1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.05, 1.0, 4.0,95.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 8.3144, 6000.0, 0.3, 1.0]

isv = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 3.71]

#t0 = 0.0; tf = 2000.0; dt= 0.001 

tO = 0.0; tf = 1200.0; dt= 0.00000005

#max_output = 1000000 

#time_step=int(tf/dt/max_output)

#print "total time steps=", tf/dt

#print "total print timesteps =", time_step

aCreep = suvic_ice.creep(props, isv, tO, tf, dt, 150000) 

aCreep.runQ

Appendix-8 Main program for creep case-1: 3.71 MPa



1 1 0

#!/usr/bin/env Python 

import suvic_ice

props = [75.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.1, 7.794e-8, 4.0, 5e9, 67500.0, 269.15, 4.0, 0.8, 1.0, 4.0, 1600.0,

1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.05, 1.0, 4.0,95.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 8.3144, 6000.0, 0.3, 1.0]

isv = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 3.07]

#t0 = 0.0; tf = 2000.0; dt= 0.001 

tO = 0.0; tf = 3000.0; dt= 0.00000005

#max_output = 1000000 

#time_step=int(tf/dt/max_output)

#print "total time steps=", tf/dt

#print "total print timesteps =", time_step

aCreep = suvic_ice.creep(props, isv, tO, tf, dt, 150000) 

aCreep.run()

Appendix-9 Main program for creep case-2: 3.07 MPa
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#!/usr/bin/env Python 

import suvic_ice

props = [75.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.1, 7.794e-8, 4.0, 5e9, 67500.0, 269.15, 4.0, 0.8, 1.0, 4.0, 1600.0,

1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.05, 1.0, 4.0,95.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 8.3144, 6000.0, 0.3, 1.0]

isv = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 2.08]

#t0 = 0.0; tf = 2000.0; dt= 0.001 

tO = 0.0; tf = 5200.0; dt= 0.00000005

#max_output = 1000000 

#time_step=int(tf/dt/max_output)

#print "total time steps=", tf/dt

#print "total print timesteps =", time_step

aCreep = suvic_ice.creep(props, isv, tO, tf, dt, 190000) 

aCreep.runQ

Appendix-10 Main program for creep case-3: 2.08 MPa



Appendix-11 SUVIC program in Python

#!/usr/bin/env Python

#VER = "$Id: suvic_ice.py,v 1.17 2004/04/05 21:44:49 jonah Exp $"

#"""One-Dimensional SUVIC-ICE Model

import sys

import math

import time

class suvic_ice:

d e f init (self):

return

def input_constant(self, props):

""" props is an array.
i t tt tt

self.props = props 

n = len(props)

self.bal = props[0] #coefficient of backstress evol [MPa]

self.bq = props[l] #exponent of backstress evol...............NC

self.bc = props[2] fo rm aliz ing  stress [MPa]..................NC.

self.bO = props[3] #coeff of saturation backstress [MPa] 

self.deO = props[4] #ref strain rate [1/sec] 

self.bn = props[5] #exponent of backstress 

self.a = props[6] fo rm aliz ing  inelastic strain rate [1/sec] 

self.q = props[7] #activation energy [J/Mole] 

self.t = props[8] #Temperature [K] 

self.xn = props[9] #exponent of inelastic strain rate [1/sec] 

self.rO = props[10]#coef of yield stress saturation [MPa] 

self.rn = props[l 1 ]#exponent of yield stress (not used) 

self.rm = props[12]#exponent of yield stress



self.rai = props[13]#A3 [MPa]

self.dg = props[14]#grain size[mm?] (not used)

self.raj = props[15]#? (not used)

self.rc = props[16]#normalizing stress for yield [MPa} not used

self.rp = props[17]#exponent in R (not used)

self.xkO = props[18]#Initial value of K [MPa]

self.xkn = props[19]#exponent for K [IMPa] (not used)

self.xmn = props[20]#exponent in K [MPa]

self.xkai= props[21]#A5 [MPa]

self.xaj = props [22]#(not used)

self.xkc = props[23]#normalizing stress for K [MPa] (not used) 

self.xkp = props [24]#(not used) 

self.theta = props[25] in tegrating weight (not used) 

self.ba2 = props[26]#A2 [MPa] (not used)

self.rr = props[27]#R Universal Gas Constant [8.3144J/(mole . K)]

self.e = props[28] #Young's modulus [MPa]

self.v = props [29] #Poisson's ratio

self.sO = props [30] #coeff of saturation of stress [MPa]

def input_initial_isv(self, isv):

"""input initial values of state variables, an array."""

self.rk = isv[0] #drag stress [MPa]

self.b = isv [l] #back stress [MPa]

self.r = isv[2] #yield stress [MPa]

self.ei = isv[3] #equivalent total inelastic strain

self.ep = isv[4] #uniaxial inelastic strain

self.se = isv[5] #uniaxial stress [MPa]

def deviatoric(self, s):



"""calculates the uniaxial deviatoric stress.""" 

dev = s*2.0/3.0 

return dev

def calc_qrt(self):

#calculates exp(-Q/(RT)) - the activatin energy, 

qrt = -self.q / (self.rr * self.t) 

activation = math.exp(qrt) 

return activation

def gen_saturation(self, sO, deieq, deO, xn, dt):

"""generic saturation function 

sO = coefficient (MPa)

deieq = variable, incremental inelastic strain increment 

deO = constant, reference strain rate (1/sec)

xn = exponent
»» !» »!

sat= sO * math.pow(deieq/deO/dt, 1.0/xn) 

return sat

def deviatoric(self, s):

"""calculates the uniaxial deviatoric stress.""" 

dev = s*2.0/3.0 

return dev

def evolve_back(self, dt):

#saturation value of the back stress 

self.bep = self.gen_saturation(self.bO, self.deieq, 

self.deO, self.bn, dt)

#deviatoric back stress increment



#self.bep = 0

dbdev = 2.0/3.0 * self.bal * self.dep - self.bal/self.bep * \ 

self.deieq *self.bdev 

return dbdev

def evolve_drag(self, dt):

"""evolution equation of the drag stress - eqn 9. 

dk - increment of drag stress (MPa) 

xkpr (K') State variable, saturation drag stress (MPa)
If tf f !

#saturation value of the drag stress

# saturation value of the equivalent stress

# is xmn the right one to use?

self.sep = self.gen_saturation(self.sO, self.deieq, 

self.deO, self.xmn, dt)

# saturation of the reduced stress (xae') [MPa] 

self.act=self.calc_qrt() 

self.xkpr = (self.sep-self.bep-self.rpr)* \

math.pow(self.deieq/(self.a *self.act)/dt,(-l .0/self.xmn)) 

#self.xkpr=self.gen_saturation(self.xkO, self.deieq, \

# self.deO, self.xmn, dt)

dk = self.xkai * (1.0 - self.rk/self.xkpr) * self.deieq 

tmp_d=self.rk/self.xkpr 

if tmp_d > 1.0: 

dk=0 

return dk

def evolve_yield(self, dt):

"""evolution equation of the yield stress - eqn 8.
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dr - increment of yield stress (MPa)

rai (A3) constant (MPa)

r (R) State variable, yield stress (MPa)

rpr (R') State variable, saturation yield stress (MPa)

deieq Variable, incremental inelastic strain increment
»»ff ff

self.rpr = self.gen_saturation(self.rO,self.deieq,\ 

self.deO,self.rm, dt)

dr = self.rai * (1.0 - self.r/self.rpr) * self.deieq 

tmp_y=self.r/self.rpr 

if tmp_y > 1.0: 

dr=0 

return dr

def xael(self, b, se):

"""reduced stress= stress - back stress....

return abs(se - b)

def evolve(self, dt, xae):

""" Evolution eqns for yield, back and drag stress.

Need to calculate saturation values of the stresses: yield (R'), 

back (B'), equivalent (Sigma'), drag (K').

The drag stress should be calculated last as it needs 

R', B'
M f! I!

sdev = self.deviatoric(self.se) #deviatoric applied stress 

self.bdev = self.deviatoric(self.b) #deviatoric back stress 

tmpl = (xae - self.r)/self.rk 

self.act=self.calc_qrt()
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if tmpl > 0.0:

self.deieq = self.a * math.pow(tmpl, self.xn) * dt *self.act 

else:

self.deieq = 0 

#uniaxial plastic strain increment 

self.dep = 1.5 * self.deieq * (sdev - self.bdev)/xae

dr = self.evolve_yield(dt) #R

dbdev = self.evolve_back(dt) #back stress 

dk = self.evolve_drag(dt) #drag stress

return dr, dbdev, dk

def update(self, dt, xae):

"""update total quantities
i» n  ii

dr, dbdev, dk = self.evolve(dt, xae)

self.r = self.r + dr

self.b = self.b + dbdev

self.rk = self.rk + dk

self.ei = self.ei + self.deieq

self.ep = self.ep + self.dep

return

def update_stress(self, de):

""" de is the total strain increment
i i  i i  i i

self.se = self.se + self.e * (de - self.dep) 

return



def print_constants(self):

print " \n  Constants —  "

print "Back stress (B) related: %s, %s, %s, %s, %s" % \

('bal[MPa]', 'bq', 'bc[MPa]','bO[MPa]', 'bn') 

print "%E, %E, %E, %E, %E" % (self.bal, self.bq, self.bc,\

self.bO, self.bn) 

print "\nYield stress (R) related: %s, %s, %s" % \

CrO[MPa]’, 'rm', ’rai[MPa]') 

print" %E, %E, %E "\

% (self.rO, self.rm, self.rai) 

print "\nDrag stress related: %s, %s, %s" % \

CxkO[MPa]', 'xkai[MPa]’, 'xmn') 

p rin t" %E, %E, %E " % \

(self.xkO, self.xkai, self.xmn) 

print "\nlnelastic strain rate related: %s, %s, %s" % \

(’deO[ 1/sec]’, 'a[ 1/sec]’, ’xn’) 

print" %E, %E, %E " % \

(self.deO, self.a, self.xn) 

print "\nTemperature related: %s, %s, %s" % \

Cq[J/Mole]’, 't[Kelvin]’, ’rr[J/(Mole-Kelvin)]') 

print" %E %E %E " % \

(self.q, self.t, self.rr) 

print "\nElasticity related: %s, %s " % (’e[MPa]', 'v') 

print" %E, %E, " % \

(self.e, self.v) 

return

def print_initial_values(self): 

print "\nlnitial state variables: %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s" % \
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('rk[MPa]7b[MPa]', ’r[MPa]’, ’ei', 'ep', 'se[MPa]’) 

p rin t" %E, %E, %E, %E, %E, %E" % \

(self.rk,self.b,self.r, self.ei, self.ep, self.se) 

return

def print_saturation_header(self):

print "\Saturation values: %s %s %s %s " % \

('Yield [MPa]','Applied [MPa] ’,'D rag[M Pa]Back[M Pa]')

def print_saturation_values(self): 

print "Saturation (Yield,Applied,Drag,Back): %E %E %E %E " % \ 

(self.rpr,self.sep,self.xkpr, self.bep) 

return

def print_state_saturation_header(self):

#print headers for saturation and state variables 

#intended for the output to be read in a spreadsheet

print "\nTime, Uniaxial Strain, Stress, Inelastic Strain, Inelastic Strain Rate, Yield 

Stress, Back Stress, Drag Stress, Sat. eff., Sat. Yield, Sat. Back, Sat. Drag\n"

def print_state_variables(self, t, dt, epsilon):

#epsilon should be: self.ep for creep case, total 

#input strain for constant strain rate case

print "%E, %E, %E, %E, %E, %E, %E, %E, %E, %E, %E, %E" % \

(t, epsilon, self.se, self.ei, self.deieq/dt, self.r, self.b, \ 

self.rk, self.sep, self.rpr, self.bep, self.xkpr) 

return

def preproc(self):
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"""preprocessing variables."""

self.rk = self.xkO #initial drag stress

print "self.rk in preproc= ",self.rk

self.sdev = self.deviatoric(self.se) #deviatoric stress

print time.asctime(time.localtime(time.time()))

print VER, "\n"

self.print_constants()

self.print_initial_values()

self.print_saturation_header()

class creep:

""" creep tests - constant stress."""

d e f init (self, props, isv, tO, tf, dt, print_ndt):

#print_ndt = number of dt to print out

self.aSuvic = suvic_ice()

self.aSuvic.input_constant(props)

self.aSuvic.input_initial_isv(isv)

self.tO = tO

self.tf = tf

self.dt = dt

self.print_ndt = print_ndt

print "\nlnitial time, final time, time increment= ", self.tO, self.tf, self.dt 

def run(self):

self.aSuvic.preproc() 

t=self.tO

self.aSuvic.print_state_saturation_header() 

n = 0
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while t < self.tf: 

self.xae = self.aSuvic.xael(self.aSuvic.b, self.aSuvic.se) 

self.aSuvic.update(self.dt, self.xae) 

t = t + self.dt 

n = n + 1

#print "\nTime ======= ", t

if (n % self.print_ndt) == 0:

self.aSuvic.print_state_variables(t, self.dt, self.aSuvic.ep)

class constant_strain_rate:

""" constant strain rate test

input de/dt, dt, se (initial total stress could be equal to zero)

1. calculate deieq(dep) - uniaxial inelastic strain 

(would be zero if yielding has not occurred).

2. calculate dse (stress increment) = E * (de - dep)

3. Update stress: se = se + dse
M If ff

d ef init (self, props, isv, tO, tf, dt, de_dt, print_ndt):

#print_ndt = number of dt to print out 

self.aSuvic = suvic_ice() 

self.aSuvic.input_constant(props) 

self.aSuvic.input_initial_isv(isv) 

self.tO = tO 

self.tf = tf 

self.dt = dt 

self.de_dt = de_dt
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self.print_ndt = print_ndt

print "\nConstant strain rate[l/sec]: strain rate, Initial time, final time, time 

increment= ", self.de_dt, self.tO, self.tf, self.dt

def run(self):

self.aSuvic.preproc()

t=self.tO

de = self.de_dt * self.dt 

self.aSuvic.print_state_saturation_header() 

n = 0

while t < self.tf: 

self.xae = self.aSuvic.xael(self.aSuvic.b, self.aSuvic.se) 

self.aSuvic.update(self.dt, self.xae) 

self.aSuvic.update_stress(de) 

t = t + self.dt 

n = n + 1

#print "\nTime ======= ", t

if (n % self.print_ndt) == 0:

self.aSuvic.print_state_variables(t, self.dt, n*de)
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This section describes in detail as how to generate an axisymmetric model for CSR tests 

in ABAQUS/CAE [34]. ABAQUS/CAE enables its users with a graphical interactive 

environment. It comprises of these following modules:

■ Part: Creates or imports parts from other applications.

■ Property: Specifies material and section properties.

■ Assembly: Builds assembly from its parts, creates sets and surfaces.

■ Step: Specifies analysis procedure and output requests.

■ Interaction: Defines contact information.

■ Load: Specifies loads and boundary conditions.

■ Mesh: Defines mesh generation elements and types.

■ Job: Creates and submits jobs for analysis.

■ Visualization: Enables to visualize the results.

To create a new model, type 

> abaqus cae

at the command prompt. Start Session window opens up as shown in Figure A -12-1.

Choose Create Model Database from Start Session, a window comes into view as 

shown in Figure A -12-2. This figure also points out the main blocks of ABAQUS/CAE.

Part module: We will start to build the model with the Part module and follow the steps 

sequentially. Click Part Manager button from the Toolbox Area, a new window pops up 

(see Figure A -12-3).

Appendix-12 Generation of an axisymmetric model for CSR test in ABAQUS
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Figure A-12-1 ABAQUS/CAE Start Session window
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3  Eife Model Viewport View Part Shape Feature lools Help ^

~D£ b ¥ t q ^ t i i T i
Module: [Part 3 Modet: lModel-1 Part 1 ■MENUBAR

’OOLBAR

PROMPT AREA

A new model database has been created. 
The model "Model-1" has been created.

Figure A-12-2 Blocks of ABAQUS/CAE window

Name | Description | status |

Create... | • .op, ( Renamfi | Delete...'( l r . |  | Dismiss |

Figure A-12-3 Part Manager window



Now, click on Create in the Part Manager. Create Part dialogue box shows. In this, 

enter the name of the part as “ICE” and set the approximate size to 200. Then, select the 

options as shown in Figure A -12-4.

Figure A-12-4 Create Part window

Continue... will take us to a sketch mode. Once we enter this mode, Click Create 

Isolated Point from the Toolbox area. In the prompt area, enter the x, y coordinates of 

the node points as given below.

a) 0, 0 <enter>

b) 0.01,0 <enter>

c) 0.01, 0.05 <enter>

d) 0,0.05 <enter>



Then, click on Create Lines: Rectangle. It prompts to initially pick one corner of the 

rectangle and then the other corner to form a rectangle. Click on Done in the Prompt 

Area at the bottom of the screen which will return to the Part Module screen. Figure A-

12-5 shows the final geometry of the axisymmetric model.
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Fife Model Viewport View Part Shape Feature Tools Help

Module; Part Model; Model-1

A new model database has been created. 
The model "Model-1“ ha3 been created. 
Warning: Coincident point selected

Figure A-12-5 Final geometry of an axisymmetric model

Property module: The following module allows to specify the material and section 

properties. Select Material Manager from the Toolbox Area. A new window appears, 

(see Figure A -12-6).
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Figure A-12-6 Material Manager 

Click Create, opens up Edit Material as shown in Figure A -12-7 .

■ Enter the Name of the material as EL.

■ Click on General, then select Depvar and enter the value as 13 as we have these

many solution dependent state variables in an axisymmetric model.

■ ABAQUS allows its users to create their own materials for which we need to

define the values under General, User Material. In our case, we have 32 material

properties. Enter these values under User material type, Mechanical, Data.

Now, Click Section Manager from the Toolbox Area, a new window opens up (see 

Figure A -12-8). Click Create. A Create Section appears and select the options as 

illustrated in Figure A -12-9.

Click Continue. A Edit Section dialogue box appears (see Figure A -12-10).

■ Select the Material, EL.

■ Enter the value of Plane stress/strain thickness as 1.

Then, click Assign Section from the Toolbox Area, click on the part and Done at the 

command prompt which leads to Assign Section window, (see Figure A -12-11). Select



the section name METAL and click on OK.

Figure A-12-7 User defined material EL with its material parameters



Figure A-12-8 Section Manager

Figure A-12-9 Create section

Figure A-12-10 Edit section
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Figure A-12-11 Assign Section window

Assembly module: Select Instance Part from the Tool bar Area, Create Instance

window appears as shown in Figure A-12-12. Then, choose Part-1 and press OK. The 

color of the part changes after creating the instances (see Figure A -12-13).

Figure A-12-12 Create Instance window
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Figure A-12-13 Part after creating instances

■ Choose Tools, Set, Create, Create Set appears as in Figure A-12-14. Enter the 

Name of the set as T l. Click Continue and select the corresponding geometry for 

the set.

Figure A-12-14 Create Set window
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Step Module: Select Step Manager from the Toolbox Area. A new window appears as 

shown in Figure A -12-15.

■ Repeat the same procedure to create sets T2 and AXIS.

Figure A-12-15 Step Manager window

Click on Create. Create Step opens up as shown in Figure A -12-16. Then, enter the 

following the options as given below:

■ Name,Step-1

■ Select Procedure type, General, Static, General

■ On Continue, Edit Step pops up as shown in Figure A -12-17.

■ Enter the value of Time period as 60 for ease l: 1.03*10'4s '1, NIgeom ->off under 

the Basic tab shown in Figure A -12-17. The value of Timeperiod and 

displacement depends on the applied strain rate, (see Section 5.2).

■ Under Incrementation tab, select Automatic and enter the values as shown in 

Figure A -12-18.
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Figure A-12-16 Create Step window

Figure A-12-17 Edit Step window
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Figure A-12-18 Edit Step, Incrementation Details

■ Click Field Output Manager from the Tool box Area. Field Output Requests 

Manager opens up.

■ Click Create. Create Field displays as shown in Figure A -12-19.

■ Enter Name, Fout and select Step-1. Continue.

Figure A-12-19 Create Field

■ Edit Field Output Request opens up as shown in Figure A -12-20,
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o Choose Domain ,Whole Domain 

o Output Variables, Select from the list below

• Stresses, S Stress components and invariants

• Strains, E Total strain components

• Displacement/Velocity/Acceleration, U Translations and rotations

• Forces/Reactions, RF Reaction forces and moments

• State/Field/User/Time, SDV Solution dependent state variables 

Save output at every 50 increments as shown in Figure A -12-20.

Figure A-12-20 Edit Field Output Request



Load Module: Click on Create Boundary Condition from the Tool box Area (see 

Figure A -12-21).

■ Enter the Name as BC-1

■ Select Step-1 under Step,

■ Check Mechanical in the Category,

■ Under Types for Selected Step, choose Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre.

Figure A-12-21 Create Boundary Condition

■ Click on Sets on the right hand side of the Prompt bar Area, Region Selection 

opens up (see Figure A -12-22).
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Figure A-12-22 Region Selection

1 Select T 1. Continue...

1 Edit Boundary Condition appears (see Figure A -12-23) and check YSYMM. 

Click on OK.

1 Similarly add Boundary Condition BC-2, for set AXIS with XSYMM.

1 For the boundary Condition BC-3 of CSR model, select Types for Selected Step, 

Displacement /Rotation as shown in Figure A -12-24.

1 Select set T2 from the sets.

1 Edit Boundary Condition opens up and enter the value of for easel of U2 as -

0.0003 as shown in Figure A -12-25. The values of the displacement and time vary

with the applied strain rate (see Section 5.2).

1 After all the boundary conditions, it appears as shown in Figure A -12-26.



Figure A-12-23 Edit Boundary Selection

Figure A-12-24 Create Boundary Condition for BC-3



Figure A-12-25 Edit boundary condition

Figure A-12-26 After all the boundary conditions and loads



Mesh Module: Click Assign Mesh Controls from the Toolbar Area, Mesh Controls

opens up and select the options as shown in Figure A -12-27.

Figure A-12-27 Mesh Module

■ Click Assign Element Type from the Toolbar Area, Element Type pops up as 

select the options shown in Figure A -12-29 below. ABAQUS has a wide range of 

elements from which we have selected a CAX8R - An 8-node biquadratic 

axisymmetric quadrilateral, reduced integration illustrated in Figure A -12-28.

Figure A-12-28 CAX8R
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Figure A-12-29 Element Type

The text in the lower box below the elements control should indicate CAX8R element 

identification. This is a 8 node biquadratic axisymmetric quadrilateral, reduced 

integration. Click OK.

■ Select the Mesh module. Then, Click on Seed.

o Click on Edges by number
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o Select the regions to be assigned the local seeds, 

o Select all the edges.

■ In the Prompt area, enter the number of elements along the edges as 1. After the 

formation of the seeds, the figure appears as shown in Figure A -12-30.

Figure A-12-30 After Seed Formation

Click Mesh Part Instance,Select yes for ok to mesh the part instance.Select Mesh from 

menu bar, Region and select yes for ok to mesh the region. After meshing, the figure 

appears as Figure A -12-31.
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Figure A-12-31 After Meshing

Job Module: Click Job Manager from the Toolbar Area, (see Figure A -12-32). Click 

Create. Create Job opens up as shown in Figure A -12-33.

■ Enter the Name as csrcasel and select Model-1 under Model.

■ Edit Job opens up (see Figure A -12-34). Click on OK.
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Figure A-12-32 Job manager

Figure A-12-33 Create Job

■ Choose Write Input from Job Manager of the Tool bar Area.

Save the model:

Go to File->Save As and enter caselcsr.Press Ok .This saves the model with an extension 

of <filename.CAE>. In this case, it is <caselcsr.CAE>. We can modify any of these 

values or the features at any time by clicking on the corresponding button, select the



feature of the model. Click Edit which again brings the previous windows and allows us 

to make the changes or let us to see the values defined during its creation. If you wish not 

to edit any properties after entering, click Dismiss to leave without any changes.

Figure A-12-34 Edit Job
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The axisymmetric model for creep case is created by following the same procedure 

except for a few changes. These changes are given in the following steps:

Part Module: This module is similar to the part module in Appendix-12.

Property Module This module is similar to the property module in Appendix-12.

Assembly Module: A surface is created in addition to sets T1 and AXIS created in the 

axisymmetric model for CSR case.

■ Select Tools, Surface, Create. Create surface pops up as illustrated in Figure A-

13-1.

■ Name, PI.Click on Continue and select the regions for this surface.

Appendix-13 Generation of an axisymmetric model for creep test in ABAQUS

Figure A-13-1 Create Surface

Step Module: Enter the Timeperiod value as 1400 in Figure A -12-17 and follow the 

identical procedure as the preceding model.

Load Module: Click Load Manager from the Tool bar Area (see Figure A-13-2). Click 

Create. Create Load pops up and select options as shown in Figure A -13-3. Select



surfaces from the right hand side of the prompt area, Select P I. Edit load opens up and 

enter the magnitude as 3.71 as shown in Figure A -13-4.

Figure A-13-2 Load Manager

Figure A-13-3 Create Load
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Figure A-13-4 Edit Load

Mesh Module: The procedure for mesh module is similar to CSR case as mentioned in 

Appendix-12.

Job module: The procedure is similar except for the change in the name. Enter the Name 

as creepcasel in Create Job.

Save model: Choose Write Input from Job Manager and Save the model as 

easelcreep.
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The 3D CSR model is built in a similar fashion as of axisymmetric CSR case except for 

the subsequent changes.

Part Module:

■ Click on Create in Part Manager as shown in Figure A -12-1.

■ Enter the name of the part as: case3d.

■ Under Modeling space, choose 3D

o Type, Deformable 

o Base feature, shape: solid 

o Base feature, type: extrusion 

o Approximate size: 200 as shown in Figure A -14-1.

Appendix-14 Generation of a 3D model for CSR test in ABAQUS

Figure A-14-1 Create Part for 3D
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Thus entering into the sketch mode.

Sketch:

Click Create Isolated Point from the Toolbox area and enter the following values at the 

command prompt.

■ 0,0 
■ 0.01,0

■ 0,0.025

■ 0.01,0.025

Click on Create Lines: Rectangle. After the formation of rectangle, click on Done. The 

main difference between the axisymmetric and 3D model is that it asks for extrusion 

depth, as shown in Figure A -14-2.

Figure A-14-2 Edit Base Extrusion

On Ok, the final geometry appears as shown in Figure A -14-3.
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Z3 Eile Model Viewport View £art Shape Feature
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X j Drag the mouse horizontally in a viewport to magntty the view

A new  m o d e l d a ta b a s e  h a s  b e e n  c r e a t e d  
T he m o d e l " M o d e l- 1 “ h a s  b e e n  c r e a te d .

Figure A-14-3 Final geometry for 3D

Property Module: The entire procedure is same as mentioned in property module in 

Appendix-12. Enter the value Depvar as 17 in General in Edit material (see Figure A -12-

Assembly Module: The entire procedure is similar for assembly module and step module 

in Appendix-12 for CSR and creep cases.

Load Module: The entire procedure is similar as mentioned in load module in 

Appendix-12 for CSR and creep cases except for the boundary condition BC-3. It 

appears as shown in Figure A-14-4 for CSR case.
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Figure A-14-4 Boundary condition for 3D

and the rest is same as the proceeding model. The Figure A -14-5 shows the model after 

load module.



Figure A-14- 5 After Load module 

Mesh Module: The procedure is same as in Appendix-12 except for the following

■ Select the options shown in the Mesh controls as shown in Figure A -14-6 below. 

We chose C3D20R element .The element type is shown in Figure A -14-7 below and 

continue with the procedure.

■ As we chose an element with the reduced integration, the number of integration 

points are 4.

Job Module: This module is similar as mentioned in Appendix-12.



Figure A-14-6 Mesh controls for 3D

Figure A-14-7 Element Type for 3D case



Appendix-15 Input file of an axisymmetric model for CSR test case-1

*Heading

** Job name: caselcsr Model name: Model-1 

*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO

* * PARTS

*Part, name=ICE 

*End Part

** ASSEMBLY

* Assembly, name=Assembly

* Instance, name=ICE-l, part=ICE 

*Node

1, o., 0.

2, 0.01, 0.

3, o., 0.05
4, 0.01, 0.05
5, 0.005, 0.

6, 0.01, 0.025
7, 0.005, 0.05
8, 0., 0.025

*Element, type=CAX8R 

1, 1,2, 4, 3 ,5 ,6 , 7 ,8

** Region: (METAL:Picked) 

*Elset, elset=_PickedSet2, internal
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1,

** Section: METAL

*Solid Section, elset=_PickedSet2, material=EL

1.,

*End Instance

*Nset, nset=Tl, instance=ICE-l 

1 ,2 ,5

*Elset, elset=Tl, instance=ICE-l 

1,

*Nset, nset=T2, instance=ICE-1

3 .4 .7

*Elset, elset=T2, instance=ICE-1 

1,

*Nset, nset=AXIS, instance=ICE-l

1 .3 .8

*Elset, elset=AXIS, instance=ICE-1 

1,

*End Assembly
**

** MATERIALS

*Material, name=EL 

*Depvar 

13,

*User Material, constants=32

75., 1., 1., 0 .1 ,7.794e-08, 4., 5e+09,

269.15, 4., 0.8, 1., 4., 1600., 1.

1., 1., 0.05, 1., 4., 95., 0.,

1., 0., 0., 8.3144, 6000., 0.3, 1.

67500.

0.

1.

0.
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** STEP: Step-1
**

*Step, name=Step-l, inc=3999999 

*Static

0.0001,60., le-08, 0.03125
**

** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**

** Name: BC-1 Type: Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre

^Boundary

T l, YSYMM

** Name: BC-2 Type: Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre

*Boundary

AXIS, XSYMM

** Name: BC-3 Type: Displacement/Rotation

* Boundary

T2, 2, 2, -0.0003
**

** OUTPUT REQUESTS

* Restart, write, frequency= 1

** FIELD OUTPUT: Fout

*Output, field, frequency=200 

*Node Output 

RF, U
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*Element Output 

E, S, SDV

** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1

*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 

*E1 Print, freq=999999 

*Node Print, freq=999999 

*End Step



1 6 0

*Heading

** Job name: esr3dcasel J u n l4  Model name: Model-1 

^Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO

** PARTS

*Part, name=case3d 

*End Part

** ASSEMBLY

* Assembly, name=Assembly

*Instance, name=case3d-l, part=case3d 

*Node

Appendix-16 Input file of a 3D model for CSR test case-1

1, 0.01, 0.025, 0.01

2, 0.01, o., 0.01

3, 0.01, 0.025, 0.

4, 0.01, 0., 0.

5, o., 0.025, 0.01

6, o., o., 0.01

7, o., 0.025, 0.

8, 0., 0., 0.

9, 0., 0.025, 0.005

10, 0., 0.0125, 0.

11, 0., o., 0.005

12, 0., 0.0125, 0.01
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13, 0.01, 0.0125, 0.01

14, 0.01, o., 0.005

15, 0.01, 0.0125, 0.

16, 0.01, 0.025, 0.005

17, 0.005, o., 0.01

18, 0.005, 0.025, 0.01

19, 0.005, o., 0.

20, 0.005, 0.025, 0.

*Element, type=C3D20R

1, 5, 6, 8, 7, 1, 2, 4, 3, 12, 11, 10, 9, 13, 14, 15, 

16, 18, 17, 19, 20

** Region: (METAL:Picked)

*Elset, elset=_PickedSet2, internal 

1,

** Section: METAL

*Solid Section, elset=_PickedSet2, material=EL

1.,

*End Instance

*Nset, nset=Tl, instance=case3d-l

2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 14, 17, 19 

*Elset, elset=Tl, instance=case3d-l 

1,

*Nset, nset=AXIS, instance=case3d-l, generate 

5, 12, 1

*Elset, elset=AXIS, instance=case3d-l 

1,

*Nset, nset=T2, instance=case3d-l 

1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 16, 18,20 

*Elset, elset=T2, instance=case3d-l



1 6 2

*End Assembly
**

** MATERIALS
**

*Material, name=EL 

*Depvar 

17,

*User Material, constants=32

75., 1., 1., 0 .1 ,7.794e-08, 4., 5e+09,

269.15, 4., 0.8, 1., 4., 1600., 1.,

1., 1., 0.05, 1., 4., 95., 0.,

1., 0., 0., 8.3144, 6000., 0.3, 1.,
* * __________________________________________________

** STEP: Step-1

*Step, name=Step-l, inc=3999999 

*Static

0.0001,60., le-08, 0.03125

** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

** Name: BC-1 Type: Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre

^Boundary

T l, YSYMM

** Name: BC-2 Type: Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre

^Boundary

AXIS, XSYMM

1,

67500.

0.

1.

0.
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** Name: BC-3 Type: Displacement/Rotation 

*Boundary

T2, 2, 2, -0.0003
**

** OUTPUT REQUESTS

*Restart, write, frequeney=50
**

** FIELD OUTPUT: Fout
**

*Output, field, frequeney=300 

*Node Output 

RF, U

*Element Output

E, S, SDV
**

** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1
**

*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 

*E1 Print, freq=999999 

*Node Print, freq=999999 

*End Step
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** One-element Test: (via *UMAT procedure)
^ 4'* 4'* 4* 4? ̂  4* 4̂ vLf vL* ^ ^ 4f vL» v!> vtf 4* v!> 4* ̂  4? 4* 4* 4* *4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* *4* 4* 4̂ 4> 4* 4* 4* 4» 4* 4* 4* 4* 4** 4̂ 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4̂ 4* 4* 4» 4* 4/ 4̂ 4* 4» 4*' I '  ^  *7* 'T* *T* *T* *T* T  ‘T’ *T* ^  *T* V  •T* T̂* V  V  V  *T* *T* *T* *Y* ■'T “T* *T* *T' *V* *T* *T* "T* ' r  *V* *T* '** ' r  ^  •*» ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^

SUBROUTINE UMAT(stress,statev,ddsdde,sse,spd,scd,

1 rpl, ddsddt, drplde, drpldt,

2 stran,dstran,time,dtime,temp,dtemp,predef,dpred,cmname,

3 ndi,nshr,ntens,nstatv,props,nprops,coords,drot,pnewdt,

4 celent,dfgrdO,dfgrdl ,noel,npt,layer,kspt,kstep,kinc)

C PARAMETER (ND=4) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

C

CHARACTER*80 CMNAME

dimension stress(ntens),statev(nstatv),

1 ddsdde(ntens,ntens),ddsddt(ntens),drplde(ntens),

2 stran(ntens),dstran(ntens),time(2),predef( 1 ),dpred( 1),

3 props(nprops),coords(3),drot(3,3),dfgrdO(3,3),dfgrd 1(3,3)

DIMENSION DELAS(4,4),SMB(4),BIJ(4),SMBN(4),DBIJ(4),

1 DEI(4),CAPQ1(4),EI(4),DSTRS(4),CAPP(4),SMBPP(4)

DIMENSION DLOCAL(4,4)

C add common block for interchange of the variables between main 

C and subroutines —T. Zhang Mar. 2004

C real xae

COMMON /BRPAR/BA1 ,BA2,BQ,BC,B0,BN,R0,RN,RM,RAI,RAJ,RC,RP

Appendix-17 User subroutine of an axisymmetric model in ABAQUS
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COMMON /PARK/XKO,XKN,XKM,XKAI,XKAJ,XKC,XKP,RR 

COMMON /RESTP/DEO,A,Q,T,XN,theta,E,V,SO,DG

C write (6,*) 'kstep, kinc, npt=’, kstep, kinc, npt

C - Elastic matrix in local cubic crystal system: DLOCAL

C write(6,*) 'Before Varprop material parameters — >'

C write(6,*) props(l),props(2),props(3)

C write(6,*) 'props=', props

CALL varprop(rOO,props)

C write(6,*)' after varprop material properties — >'

C write(6,*) BA 1 ,BQ,BC,B0,DE0,BN,A

C write(6,*) Q,T,XN,RO,RN,RM,RAI,DG

C write(6,*) RAJ,RC,RP,XKO,XKN,XKM,XKAI,XKAJ

C write(6,*) XKC,XKP,theta,BA2,RR,e,v,SO,rOO

C 1 format(8fl0.4)

C write (6,*)'Before Varstat'

call varstat(EIEQ,EI,BIJ,XAE,R,XK,statev)

C write (6,*) 'EIEQ,EI,BU,XAE,R,XK=’,EIEQ,EI,Bn,XAE,R,XK, 

C 1 statev

C write (6,*)'After Varstat'

C write (6,*) 'Before Daxi— >'

C write (6,*) 'delas before DAXI—>'

C write (6,*) delas

C write (6,*) 'props before DAXI— >'

C write (6,*) props



CALL DAXI(DELAS,PROPS(29))

C write (6,*) After Daxi—>'

C write(6,*) 'check DLOCAL(i,j) — >'

C write(6,*) ((DELAS(i,j),j=l,4),i=l,4)

C 2  format(4fl0.4)

C IF(TIME(l).EQ.O.O.AND.bgflg.eq.O.O) then 

C write (6,*) 'delas after daxi= ',delas

C write (6,*) 'Checking If condition'

C write (6,*) 'kstep ,kinc,npt =',kstep,kinc,npt

IF(kstep.eq. 1 .and. kinc.le.l) then 

C write (6,*) 'kstep=l, kinc=0'

statev( 12)=xk0 

xk = xkO 

statev(l l)=r00 

R = rOO

C write (6,*) 'statev( 11), R, statev( 12), XK

C 1 statev(l 1), R, statev( 12), xk

C CALL ELAS3(DDSDDE,DELAS)

C write (6,* ) 'Before elas2 '

CALL ELAS2(STRESS,DDSDDE,DELAS,DSTRAN) 

C write (6,*) 'ddsdde=', ddsdde

C write(6,*) 'stress —>'

C write(6,*)(STRESS(k),k=l,4)

C write(6,*) 'dstran — >'

C write(6,*) (DSTRAN(k),k= 1,4)

RETURN

ENDIF
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C write (6,*) 'ddsdde=', ddsdde

C write (6,*) 'stress —>',(STRESS(k),k=l,4)

C CALL ELAS3(DDSDDE,DELAS)

C write (6,*) 'after elas3, ddsdde=', ddsdde

C write (6,*) 'after initialization of XK and R'

C /*****....restored the value of bgflg=l .0*/

C  Initial value of the current strength for all slip systems

C write (6,*) 'Before SMBP— >’

C write (6,*) 'smb ,smbpp ,stress,bij=',smb,smbpp,stress,bij 

CALL SMBP(SMB, SMBPP,STRESS, BU)

C write(6,*) 'after calling SMBP, SMB=', SMB

C write (6,* ) 'Before calling Xaep—>'

C write (6,*) 'smbpp=',smbpp

xae=xaep(SMBPP)

C write(6,*) 'xae= ',xae

C write (6,*) 'Before smbnp >'

C write (6,*) 'smbn,smbpp,xae=,',smbn,smbpp,xae

CALL SMBNP(SMBN, SMBPP, XAE)

C write(6,*) 'check nij —>'

C write(6,2) (SMBN(k),k= 1,4)

C write(6,*) 'Xk = ', XK

C xk=xk0

C R=1.0

C state v( 12)=xk0

C state v( 11)= 1.0

C write (6,*) 'After smbnp >'
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C write (6,*) 'smbn,smbpp,xae=,',smbn,smbpp,xae

C write (6,*) 'Before Dielas'

CALL dielas(A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN,SMBN,dei,DEIEQ,

1 NELAS,dtime)

C write(6,*) 'check dei & deieq —> deieq= ',deieq

C write(6,*) (dei(k),k=l,4)

C write (6,*) 'After Dielas'

C write(6,*) 'nelas = ', nelas

STATEV (13)=NELAS 

if (nelas.eq.l) then 

C CALL ELAS3(DDSDDE,DELAS)

C write (6,*) 'again calling elas2'

CALL ELAS2(DSTRS,DDSDDE,DELAS,DSTRAN)

C write (6,*) 'calling upstress'

CALL upstress(STRESS, DSTRS) 

return 

end if

C

C write(6,*) 'before cappp'

CALL CAPPP(CAPP,DELAS,SMBN)

C write(6,*) 'check Pij —>'

C write(6,*)(CAPP(k),k=l,4)

C write(6,*) 'mat parameters '

C write(6,*) BA1,BA2,BQ

C write(6,*) BC,BO,DEO,BN

C write (6,*) 'before bijev'

CALL BIJEV(DBIJ,BEP,DEIEQ,BA 1 ,BA2,BQ,BC,B0,DE0,BN,DEI, 

1 BIJ,dtime)

C write(6,*) 'bep out bijev = ', bep



C write(6,*) 'check dbij — >'

C write(6,*) (DBIJ(k),k= 1,4)

C write(6,*) 'check A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN'

C write(6,*) A,Q,RR,T

C write(6,*) XAE,R,XK,XN

C write(6,*) 'before function dedxr'

dedxrl=dedxr(A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN)

C write(6,*) 'dedxrl =', dedxrl 

C write(6,*)'Before Rev'
CALLREV(DR,RPR,DEIEQ,R,BA1,BQ,BC30,DE0,BN,R0,RN,RM,RAI,

1 DG,RAJ,RC,RP,dtime)

C write(6,*) 'check DR dr

dedxk 1 =dedxk(A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN)

C write(6,*) 'check dedxkl = ', dedxkl 

C

C write (6,*) 'Before Kev'

CALL KEV(DXK,DEIEQ,XK,DEO,DGXKO,XKN,XKM,XKAI,XKAJ,XKC,XKP,

1 SO,XN,RPR,BEP,A,Q,RR,T,dtime)

C write(6,*) 'check dxk = ', dxk

dedxael=dedxae(A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN)

C write(6,*) 'dedxael = ', dedxael

C write(6,*) 'bep = ',bep

hbar 1 =HB AR(SMBN,DEI,CAPP,DEffiQ,BEP,BIJ,dedxae 1,DEDXR 1 ,DR,

1 dedxkl ,DXK,BA1 ,BA2,BQ,BC, BO, DEO,BN)

C write(6,*) 'hbarl = ', hbarl

C /*....removed the comment on xsil*/ 

xsi 1 =XSI(theta,dtime,HB A R 1)

C write(6,*) 'xsil = ', xsil
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C write(6,*)'Before CAPQ'

CALL CAPQ(CAPQ 1 ,dedxae 1 ,SMBN,DELAS)

C write(6,*) ’check CAPQ1 — >'

C write(6,*) (CAPQ l(k),k= 1,4)

C write (6,*) ’Before TIJKL’

CALL TIJKL(DDSDDE,DELAS,xsi 1 ,HBAR 1 ,CAPP,CAPQ1) 

DO 1=1,4 

DSTRS(I)=0.0 

DO J= 1,4

DSTRS(i)=DSTRS(i)+DDSDDE(I,J)*dstran(j)

END DO 

END DO

C write(6,*) 'DSTRAN=', DSTRAN 

C write(6,*) 'DSTRS=', DSTRS 

C write(6,*) ’deieq, xsil= ’, deieq, xsil 

C write(6,*) 'CAPP=', CAPP

C update

STATEV( 1 )=STATEV( 1 )+DEIEQ 

DO 1=1,4

STRESS(I)=STRESS(I)+DSTRS(I)-DEIEQ/(l.+xsil)*CAPP(I) 

STATEV(I+1 )=STATEV(I+1 )+DEI(I)

ST ATE V (1+5 )=ST ATE V (I+5)+DB IJ (I)

END DO

CALL SMBP(SMB,SMBPP,STRESS,STATEV(6))

STATEV( 10)=xaep(SMBPP)

STATEV(1 l)=r+dr 

STATEV(12)=xk+dxk



C STATE V (13 )=NEL AS 

C

RETURN

END

cc update total stress for elastic regime 

subroutine upstress(STRESS, DSTRS) 

include 'aba_param.inc' 

dimension stress(l), dstrs(l)

DO 1=1,4 

STRESS(I)=STRESS(I)+DSTRS(I)

END DO

C write (6,*) 'upstress: dstrs, stress=’,dstrs, stress 

return 

end

C subroutine to form hep material matrix

SUBROUTINE DAXI(DLOCAL, PROP)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION DLOCAL(4,4), PROP(2)

C write (6,*) 'Inside Daxi—>'

E=prop( 1) 

xnu=prop(2)

C write (6,*) 'e, xnu=', e, xnu

D 1 =E*( 1.0-XNU)/( 1.0+XNU)/( 1 .-2.0*XNU)



D2=XNU*D l/( 1.0-XNU)

D3=E/2.0/( 1.0+XNU)

C write (6,*) *dl ,d2 ,d3=' ,dl,d2,d3 

DO J=l,4  

DO 1=1,4 

DLOCAL(I,J)=C).

END DO 

END DO

DLOCAL( 1,1 )=D 1 

DLOCAL(2,2)=D 1 

DLOC AL( 1,2)=D2 

DLOCAL(2,1 )=D2 

DLOCAL( 1,3)=D2 

DLOCAL(3,1 )=D2 

DLOCAL(2,3)=D2 

DLOCAL(3,2)=D2 

DLOCAL(3,3)=D 1 

DLOCAL(4,4)=D3

C test the material parameter input

C write(6,l) ((DLOCAL(I,J),j=l,4),i=l,4) 

c 1 format(lx,4(fl6.4,2x))

RETURN

END

c varprop.f

e mapping props(nprops) to variable names 

cc 30 constants
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subroutine varprop(r00,props)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION PROPS(32)

COMMON/BRPAR/BA1,BA2,BQ,BC,BO,BN,RO,RN,RM,RAI,RAJ,RC,RP 

COMMON /PARK/XKO,XKN,XKM,XKAI,XKAJ,XKC,XKP,RR 

COMMON /RESTP/DEO,A,Q,T,XN,theta,E,V,SO,DG

C write(6,*) 'inside varprop'

C write(6,*) (props(i),i=l,32)

BAl=PROPS(l)

BQ= PROPS(2)

BC= props(3)

B0= props(4)

DEO=PROPS(5)

BN= PROPS(6)

A = props(7)

Q = props(8)

T= props(9)

XN= props(lO)

R0= props(l 1)

RN= props(12)

RM= props(13)

RAI=props(14)

DG= props(15)
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RAJ=props(16)

RC= props(17)

RP=props(18)

cc

XKO= props(19)

XKN= props(20)

XKM= props(21)

XKAI=props(22)

XKAJ=props(23)

XKC =props(24)

XKP =props(25)

cc

THETA=props(26)

BA2 = props(27)

RR =props(28)

E= props(29) 

v = props(30) 

sO=props(31) 

r00=props(32)

RETURN

END

cc varstat.f (map state varialbes)

subroutine varstat(EIEQ,EI,BIJ,XAE,R,XK,statev)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION EI(4),BIJ(4),STATEV(1)
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c 1-5

C write(6,*) 'Inside varstat~>'

EIEQ= statev(l)

DO 101=1,4 

EI(I)=ST ATEV (1+1)

10 CONTINUE 

c 6-9

DO 20 1=1,4 

BIJ(I)=STATEV(I+5)

20 CONTINUE

XAE=statev(10)

R=statev(l 1)

XK=statev(12)

RETURN

END

cc smb.f

SUBROUTINE SMBP (SMB,SMBPP,STRESS, BIJ)

cc

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H,0-Z)

DIMENSION SMB(4), SMBPP(4),STRESS(4), BIJ(4)

C write (6,*) 'During smbp’

C write (6,*) 'within the SM BP:'

C write (6,*) 'stress =',stress

DO 1001=1,4
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SMB(I)=STRESS(I)-BU(I)

100 CONTINUE 

C write (6,*),'smb within smbp= ',smb 

AVG = (smb( 1 )+smb(2)+smb(3))/3.0 

DO 150 1=1,3 

smbpp(i)=smb(i)-avg 

150 continue 

smbpp(4)=smb(4)

RETURN

END

cc smbn.f (s-b) 3/2 /xae

SUBROUTINE SMBNP(smbn,SMBPP,XAE)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION SMBPP(4),smbn(4)

C write (6,*) 'Inside smbpp—>'

C write (6,*) 'smbn before if =' ,smbn

C IF (xae.GT.O)then 

DO 100 1=1,4

SMBN(I)=SMBPP(I)* 1.5/XAE 

100 CONTINUE 

C END IF

C write (6,*) 'smbn after if =' ,smbn 

RETURN 

END

subroutine dielas(A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN,SMBN,dei,deieq, 

1 nelas,dt)
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include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

dimension smbn(4),dei(4)

CC

C write(6,*) 'check material parameters — >'

C write(6,*) A,Q,RR,T

C write(6,*) XAE,R,XK,XN

C write (6,*) 'Inside dielas'

nelas=l 

deieq=0.0 

do 10 i=l,4 

dei(i)=0.0 

10 continue 

C write (6,*) 'XK, xae, r= ', XK, xae,r

IF ((XAE-R).LE.O) return 

nelas=0

DECNS1 = dt*A*EXP(-Q/RR/T)*((XAE-R)/XK)**XN 

C DECNS1 = dt*A*((XAE-R)/XK)**XN

C write(6,*) 'check DECNS1 = ',DECNS 1

do 100 i= 1,4 

dei(i)=decns 1 *smbn(i)

100 continue 

C write(6,*) 'check dei — >’

C write(6,*) (dei(k),k=l,4)

C modified by T. Zhang on the calculation of deieq
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C call seieq(dei,deieq) 

deieq=DECNSl 

return 

end

C

cc capp.f (find capital P)

SUBROUTINE CAPPP(CAPP, DELAS,SMBN)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION CAPP(4),DELAS(4,4),SMBN(4)

C write(6,*) 'check delas —>'

C write(6,l) ((D ELA S(ij)j=l,4),i=l,4)

c 1 format(4fl0.4)

DO 100 1=1,4 

capp(I)=0.0 

DO 90 J= l, 4 

capp(I)=capp(I)+delas(I,J)*SMBN(J)

90 CONTINUE 

100 CONTINUE 

C write(6,*) 'check cappi in sub'

C write(6,l) (capp(I),i=l,4)

RETURN

END

cc bijev.f (evolution equations for the back stress)

SUBROUTINE BUEV(DBIJ,BEP,DEIEQ,BA1,BA2,BQ,BC,B0, 

1 DEO, BN, DEI,BIJ,dt)
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include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION DBIJ(1),DEI(1),BIJ(1)

C w r i t e ( 6 , * ) B A l , B A 2 , B Q
C write(6,*) BC, BO, DEO, BN 

C write (6,*)' bO,deieq,deO,bn= ',b0,deieq,deO,bn 

BEP=B0* (DEIEQ/DEO/dt) * *( 1.0/BN)

C write(6,*) 'inside BUEV: BO, DEIEQ,DEO, dt, BN, BEP=',

C 1 BO, DEIEQ,DEO, dt, BN, BEP

DO 1001=1,4  

DBIJ(I)=2.0/3.0*BA1 *DEI(I) 

cc 1 - (BA1/BEP*DEIEQ + BA2*BEP**(BQ-1.0)/BC**BQ)* 

1 - (BA1/BEP*DEIEQ)*BU(I)

100 CONTINUE 

C write(6,*) 'DBIJ=', (DBIJ(I),I=1,4)

cc DBIJ(4): incremental back stress 

cc DEI(4): incremental inelastic strain 

cc BEP: equivialent back stress (eq. 7) 

cc DEIEQ: equivalent inealstic strain rate 

cc BU(4): back stress tensor 

RETURN 

END

C

cc rev.f (evolution equation for R)
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SUBROUTINE REV(DR,RPR,DEIEQ,R,BA 1 ,BQ,BC,B0,DE0,BN, 

2 R0,RN, RM,RAI,DG,RAJ,RC,RP,dt)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

C write(6,*) ’BA l, BQ, BC, BO ='

C write(6,*) BA 1, BQ, BC, BO

RPR = RO*(DEIEQ/DEO/dt)**(RN/RM)

C enforcing that R is never greater than the saturation value 

IF (R .GE. RPR) THEN 

DR = 0.0 

RETURN 

END IF

DR=(RAI/DG)*DEIEQ*( 1.0-R/RPR) 

cc DR=(RAI/DG)*DEIEQ*(1.0-R/RPR)-(RAJ/DG)* 

cc 1 ((R-RPR)/RC)**RP

C write(6,*) 'dr in sub —>', dr

RETURN 

END

cc kev.f (evolution equation for K)

SUBROUTINE KEV(DXK,DEIEQ,XK,DEO,DG,XK0,XKN,XKM,

1 XKAI,XKAJ,XKC,XKP,sO,XN,RPR,BEP,a,q,

2 rr,t,dt)

include 'aba_param.inc'



C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

cc XKPR = XKO*(DEIEQ/DEO)**(XKN/XKM)

C XKPR=XKO*(deieq/deO/dt)**(l .0/xkm) 

sep=s0*(deieq/de0/dt)**(1.0/xn)

XKPR= (sep-bep-rpr)/(deieq/(A*EXP(-Q/RR/T))/dt)**(l .0/xn) 

IF (XK.GE.XKPR) THEN 

DXK=0.0 

RETURN 

END IF

DXK=(XKAI/DG)*DEIEQ*(1.O-XK/XKPR) 

cc DXK=(XKAI/DG)*DEEEQ*( 1.0-XK/XKPR)-(XKAJ/DG)* 

cc 1 ((XK-XKPR)/XKC)**XKP 

C write(6,*) 'dxk in sub = dxk 

RETURN 

END

cc capq.f

SUBROUTINE CAPQ(Q, DEDXAE,SMBN,DELAS) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION Q(4),SMBN(4),DELAS(4,4)

DO 1=1,4 

Q(I)=0.0 

Do J= 1,4

Q(I)=Q(I)+DEDXAE*SMBN(J)*DELAS(J,I) 

end do 

END DO

C write(6,*) 'CAPQ in sub = '

C write(6,*) (q(k),k=l ,4)



RETURN

END

cc tijkl.f (jacobian matrix)

SUBROUTINE TIJKL(DDSDDE, DELAS,xsi,HBAR,CAPP,CAPQ) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H,0-Z)

DIMENSION DDSDDE(4,4),DELAS(4,4),CAPP(4),CAPQ(4)

cc

C write(6,*) 'xsi hbar in tijkl — >', xsi,HBAR 

DO 1=1,4 

DO J= 1,4 

if(hbar.eq.0.0) then 

ddsdde(i,j)=delas(i,j) 

else

DDSDDE(I,J)=DELAS(I,J)- 

1 xsi/(1.0+xsi)/HBAR* CAPP(I)*CAPQ(J)

end if 

END DO 

END DO 

RETURN 

END



dimension ddsdde(4,4),delas(4,4)

C write(6,*) 'cheek delas -->'

C write(6,l) ((delas(i,j),j=l,4),i=l,4)

c 1 format(4fl2.4)

DO i=l,4 

do j= l,4

ddsdde(i,j)=delas(i,j) 

end do 

end do 

return 

end

subroutine elas2(stress,ddsdde,delas,dstran)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

dimension stress(4),ddsdde(4,4),delas(4,4),dstran(4)

c 1 format(4fl2.4)

C write (6,*) 'Inside elas2 subroutine'

DO i=l,4 

do j= l,4

ddsdde(i,j)=delas(i,j) 

end do 

end do

C write (6,*) 'Before multmv—>'

C write (6,*) 'ddsdde =',ddsdde

C write (6,*) 'Delas =',delas

C write (6,*) 'dstran= ',dstran



C write (6,*) ’stress =',stress 

call multmv(delas,dstran,stress,4)

C write (6,*) 'After multmv'

C write(6,*) ’elas2: delas=', delas

C write(6,*) 'elas2: dstran=', dstran

C write(6,*) 'elas2: stress=', stress

C write(6,*) ((delas(i,j),j=l,4),i=l,4) 

return 

end

C

cc mulmv.f

subroutine multmv(a,b,c,n)

C

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H.O-Z) 

dimension a(n,n),b(n),c(n)

cc

cc write(6,*) 'Inside Multmv ' 

do 95 i= 1,4 

c(i)=0.0 

do 90 j= l,4  

c(i)=c(i)+a(i,j)*b(j)

90 continue 

95 continue 

return 

end

C

cc xaep.f

function xaep(SMB)
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include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION SMB(4)

cc

xae = 0.0 

C write (6,*) 'Inside xaep '

C write (6,*) 'smb= ',smb

C write(6,*)'within xaep, smb=', (SMB(k),k=l,4) 

c 1 format(4f 10.4)

DO 1001= 1,4 

IF (I.eq. 4) THEN 

xae = xae +SMB(I)*SMB(I)*2.0 

ELSE

xae = xae+SMB(I)*SMB(I)

END IF 

100 CONTINUE 

C write(6,*) 'xae= xae 

C if(xae.lt,10e-12) then 

C xaep=0.

C else

xaep = sqrt(1.5*xae)

C end if

C write(6,*) 'xaep= ', xaep 

return 

end

subroutine seieq(dei,deieq)
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cc

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H.O-Z) 

dimension dei(4) 

deieq=0.0 

do 150 i=l,3 

deieq=deieq+dei(i)*dei(i)

150 continue 

deieq=sqrt((deieq+dei(4)*dei(4)*2)*2.0/3.0) 

return 

end

cc dedxr.f

function dedxr(A, Q, RR, T, XAE, R, XK, XN) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)

C write(6,*) A, Q, RR, T

C write(6,*) XAE, R, XK, XN

tmpl=DECNSl (A, Q, RR, T, XAE, R, XK, XN) 

dedxr=-1.0/xk*tmp 1 

C write(6,*) 'dedxr= dedxr 

return 

end

cc dedxk.f

function dedxk(A, Q, RR, T, XAE, R, XK, XN) 

include 'aba_param.inc'



C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

C write(6,*) A , Q, RR, T = ?'

C write(6,*) A, Q, RR, T

tmpl=DECNSl (A, Q, RR, T, XAE, R, XK, XN) 

dedxk=-1.0/xk/xk*tmp 1 

C write(6,*) 'dedxk = ',dedxk 

return 

end

cc dedxae.f

function dedxae(A, Q, RR, T, XAE, R, XK, XN) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)

tmpl=DECNSl (A, Q, RR, T, XAE, R, XK, XN) 

dedxae= 1.0/xk*tmp 1 

C write(6,*) 'dedxae in sub =',dedxae 

return 

end

C

cc hbar.f

FUNCTION HBAR(SMBN,DEI,CAPP,DEIEQ,BEP,BIJ,

1 dedxae,DEDXR,DR,DEDXK,DXK ,

2 BA1, BA2, BQ, BC, BO, DEO, BN) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

C

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H,0-Z)

dimension smbn(4),dei(4),capp(4),bij(4)
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hlc=0.0 

DO 1001=1,4 

hlc=  h lc -2.0/3.0*BAl*SMBN(I)*DEI(I) 

100 CONTINUE

h2c=0.0 

DO 2001=1,4 

h2c= h2c+ SMBN(I)*capp(I)

200 CONTINUE 

cc

C write (6,*)' bep= ',bep 

h3c=0.0 

DO 3001=1,4 

cc h3c= h3c+(B A 1/BEP*DEIEQ

cc 1 + BA2*BEP**(BQ-1.0)/BC**BQ)

h3c= h3c+B A 1/BEP*DEIEQ 

1 *SMBN(I)*BIJ(I)

300 continue 

cc

HBAR = -dedxae*(hlc+h2c+h3c)

1 -dedxr*dr-dedxk*dxk 

C write(6,*) 'HBAR in sub = ',HBAR 

RETURN 

END

cc xsi.f

FUNCTION XSI(theta,deltaT,HBAR) 

include 'aba_param.inc'
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C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

XSI=theta*deltaT*HBAR

C write(6,*) 'XSI in sub =',XSI 

RETURN 

END

CC DECNS1 .f

FUNCTION DECNS 1 (A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

CC

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)

IF ((XAE-R).LE.O) THEN 

DECNS 1 =0.0  

RETURN 

END IF

CC DECNS 1 = A*EXP(-Q/RR/T)*XN*((XAE-R)/XK)**(XN-1.0) 

DECNS 1 = A*XN*((XAE-R)/XK)**(XN-1.0) 

return 

end
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** One-element Test: (via *UMAT procedure)

SUBROUTINE UMAT(stress,statev,ddsdde,sse,spd,scd,

1 rpl, ddsddt, drplde, drpldt,

2 stran,dstran,time,dtime,temp,dtemp,predef,dpred,cmname,

3 ndi,nshr,ntens,nstatv,props,nprops,coords,drot,pnewdt,

4 celent,dfgrdO,dfgrdl ,noel,npt,layer,kspt,kstep,kinc)

C

C PARAMETER (ND=6) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

CHARACTER* 80 CMNAME

dimension stress(ntens),statev(nstatv),

1 ddsdde(ntens,ntens),ddsddt(ntens),drplde(ntens),

2 stran(ntens),dstran(ntens),time(2),predef( 1 ),dpred( 1),

3 props(nprops),coords(3),drot(3,3),dfgrd0(3,3),dfgrdl(3,3)

DIMENSION DELAS(6,6),SMB(6),BIJ(6),SMBN(6),DBIJ(6),

1 DEI(6),CAPQ 1 (6),EI(6),DSTRS(6),CAPP(6),SMBPP(6)

DIMENSION DLOCAL(6,6)

C add common block for interchange of the variables between main 

C and subroutines —T. Zhang Mar. 2004

C real xae

COMMON /BRPAR/BA1 ,BA2,BQ,BC,B0,BN,R0,RN,RM,RAI,RAJ,RC,RP

Appendix-18 User subroutine of a 3D model in ABAQUS
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COMMON /PARK/XKO,XKN,XKM,XKAI,XKAJ,XKC,XKP,RR 

COMMON /RESTP/DEO,A,Q,T,XN,theta,E,V,SO,DG

C write (6,*) 'kstep, kinc, npt=', kstep, kinc, npt

C---- Elastic matrix in local cubic crystal system: DLOCAL

C write(6,*) 'Before Varprop material parameters —>'

C write(6,*) props(l),props(2),props(3)

C write(6,*) 'p ro p s-, props

CALL varprop(r00,props)

C write(6,*)' after varprop material properties —>'

C write(6,*) BA1 ,BQ,BC,B0,DE0,BN,A

C write(6,*) Q,T,XN,RO,RN,RM,RAI,DG

C write(6,*) RAJ,RC,RP,XKO,XKN,XKM,XKAI,XKAJ

C write(6,*) XKC,XKP,theta,BA2,RR,e,v,S0,r00

C 1 format(8fl0.6)

C write (6,*)'Before Varstat'

call varstat(EIEQ,EI,BIJ,XAE,R,XK,statev)

C write (6,*) 'EIEQ,EI,BIJ,XAE,R,XK=',EIEQ,EI,BIJ,XAE,R,XK, 

C 1 statev

C write (6,*)'After Varstat'

C write (6,*) 'Before Daxi— >'

C write (6,*) 'delas before DAXI—>',delas

C write (6,*) delas

C write (6,*) 'props before DAXI— >'

C write (6,*) props
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CALL DAXI(DELAS,PROPS(29))

C write (6,*) After Daxi—>'

C write(6,*) 'check DLOCAL(i,j) —>’

C write(6,*) ((DELAS(i,j),j=l,6),i=l,6)

C 2 format(6fl0.6)

C IF(TIME(l).EQ.O.O.AND.bgflg.eq.O.O) then 

C write (6,*) 'delas after daxi= delas 

C write (6,*) 'Checking If condition'

C write (6,*) 'kstep ,kinc,npt =',kstep,kinc,npt

IF(kstep.eq. 1 .and. kinc.le.l) then 

C write (6 ,* )'kstep=l, kinc=0'

statev( 16)=xk0 

xk = xkO 

statev(15)=r00 

R = rOO

C write (6,*) 'statev(15), R, statev(16), XK ',

C 1 statev(15), R, statev(16), xk 

C CALL ELAS3(DDSDDE,DELAS)

C write (6,* ) 'Before elas2 '

CALL ELAS2(STRESS,DDSDDE,DELAS,DSTRAN) 

C write (6,*) 'after elas2'

C write (6,*) 'ddsdde=', ddsdde

C write(6,*) 'stress —>',(STRESS(k),k=l,6)

C write(6,*) 'dstran ->',(DSTRAN(k),k= 1,6)

RETURN

ENDIF
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C write (6,*) ’ddsdde=', ddsdde

C write (6,*) ’stress ~>',(STRESS(k),k=l,6)

C CALL ELAS3(DDSDDE,DELAS)

C write (6,*) 'after elas3, ddsdde=', ddsdde

C write (6,*) 'after initialization of XK and R’

C /*****....restored the value of bgflg=l .0*/

C- Initial value of the current strength for all slip systems

C

C write (6,*) 'Before SMBP— >'

C write (6,*) 'smb ,smbpp ,stress,bij=',smb,smbpp,stress,bij 

CALL SMBP(SMB, SMBPP,STRESS, BIJ)

C write(6,*) 'after calling SMBP'

C write (6,* ) 'Before calling Xaep—>'

C write (6,*) 'smbpp=',smbpp

xae=xaep(SMBPP)

C write(6,*) 'xae= ',xae

C write (6,*) 'Before smbnp >'

C write (6,*) 'smbn=',smbn

CALL SMBNP(SMBN, SMBPP, XAE)

C write(6,*) 'check nij — >'

C write(6,2) (SMBN(k),k=l,6)

C write(6,*) 'Xk = ', XK

C xk=xk0

C R=1.0 

C statev(16)=xk0 

C statev(15)=1.0 

C write (6,*) 'After smbnp >'
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C write (6,*) 'smbn,smbpp,xae=,',smbn,smbpp,xae

C write (6,*) 'Before Dielas'

CALL dielas(A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN,SMBN,dei,DEIEQ,

1 NELAS,dtime)

C write(6,*) 'check dei & deieq —> deieq= deieq 

C write(6,*) (dei(k),k=l,6)

C write (6,*) 'After Dielas'

C write(6,*) 'nelas = ', nelas 

STATE V (17)=NELAS 

if (nelas.eq.l) then 

C CALL ELAS3(DDSDDE,DELAS)

C write (6,*) 'again calling elas2'

CALL ELAS2(DSTRS,DDSDDE,DELAS,DSTRAN)

C write (6,*) 'calling upstress'

CALL upstress(STRESS, DSTRS) 

return 

end if

C write(6,*) 'before cappp'

CALL CAPPP(CAPP,DELAS,SMBN)

C write(6,*) 'check Pij —>'

C write(6,*)(CAPP(k),k=l,6)

C write(6,*) 'mat parameters '

C write(6,*)BAl,BA2,BQ 

C write(6,*) BC,BO,DEO,BN

C write (6,*) 'before bijev'

CALL BIJEV(DBIJ,BEP,DEIEQ,BA1,BA2,BQ,BC,B0,DE0,BN,DEI, 

1 BIJ,dtime)

C write(6,*) 'bep out bijev = ', bep
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C write(6,*) 'check dbij — >'

C write(6,*) (DBIJ(k),k= 1,6)

C write(6,*) 'check A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN'

C write(6,*) A,Q,RR,T

C write(6,*) XAE,R,XK,XN

C write(6,*) ’before function dedxr'

dedxrl=dedxr(A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN)

C write(6,*) 'dedxrl =', dedxrl 

C write(6,*)'Before Rev'

CALL REV(DR,RPR,DEIEQ,R,BA1,BQ,BC,B0,DE0,BN,R0,RN,RM,RAI,

1 DG,RAJ,RC,RP,dtime)

C write(6,*) 'check DR —>', dr

dedxkl=dedxk(A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN)

C write(6,*) 'check dedxkl = ', dedxkl

C write (6,*) 'Before Kev'

CALL KEV(DXK,DEIEQ,XK,DEO,DG,XKO,XKN,XKM,XKAI,XKAJ,XKC,XKP, 

1 SO,XN,RPR,BEP,A,Q,RR,T,dtime)

C write(6,*) 'check dxk = ', dxk

dedxael=dedxae(A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN)

C write(6,*) 'dedxael = ', dedxael

C write(6,*) 'bep = ',bep

hbarl =HBAR(SMBN,DEI,CAPP,DEIEQ,BEP,BIJ,dedxae 1,DEDXR 1 ,DR,

1 dedxkl ,DXK,BA1 ,BA2,BQ,BC,B0,DE0,BN)

C write(6,*) 'hbarl = ', hbarl 

C

C /*....removed the comment on xsil*/

xsi l=XSI(theta,dtime,HBAR 1)

C write(6,*) 'xsil = ', xsil
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C write(6,*)'Before CAPQ'

CALL CAPQ(CAPQ 1,dedxae 1 ,SMBN,DELAS)

C write(6,*)'cheek CAPQ 1 

C write(6,*)(CAPQl(k),k=l,6)

C write (6,*) 'Before TIJKL’

CALL TIJKL(DDSDDE,DELAS,xsi 1 ,HBAR 1 ,CAPP,CAPQ 1) 

DO 1=1,6 

DSTRS(I)=0.0 

DO J= 1,6

DSTRS(i)=DSTRS(i)+DDSDDE(I,J)*dstran(j)

END DO 

END DO

C write(6,*) ’DSTRAN=’, DSTRAN 

C write(6,*) ’DSTRS=’, DSTRS 

C write(6,*) 'deieq, xsi 1 =', deieq, xsi 1

C write(6,*) ’CAPP=', CAPP

C update

STATEV( 1 )=STATEV( 1 )+DEIEQ 

DO 1=1,6

STRESS(I)=STRESS(I)+DSTRS(I)-DEIEQ/( 1 ,+xsi 1 )*C APP(I) 

STATEV(I+1 )=STATEV(I+1 )+DEI(I)

ST ATE V (I+7)=ST ATE V (I+7)+DB IJ(I)

END DO

CALL SMBP(SMB,SMBPP,STRESS,STATEV(8))

STATEV( 14)=xaep(SMBPP)

statev(15)=r+dr

statev( 16)=xk+dxk



RETURN

END

cc update total stress for elastic regime 

subroutine upstress(STRESS, DSTRS) 

include 'aba_param.inc' 

dimension stress(l), dstrs(l)

DO 1=1,6 

STRESS(I)=STRESS(I)+DSTRS(I)

END DO

C write (6,*) 'upstress: dstrs, stress=',dstrs, stress 

return 

end

C subroutine to form hep material matrix

SUBROUTINE DAXI(DLOCAL, PROP)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION DLOCAL(6,6), PROP(2)

C write (6,*) 'Inside Daxi—>'

E=prop(l)

xnu=prop(2)

C write (6,*) 'e, xnu=', e, xnu

D 1 =E*( 1.0-XNU)/( 1.0+XNU)/( 1 ,-2.0*XNU)

C STATE V (17)=NELAS
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D3=E/2.0/( 1.0+XNU)

C write (6,*) 'dl ,d2 ,d3=' ,dl,d2,d3 

DO J=l,6 

DO 1=1,6 

DLOCAL(I,J)=C).

END DO 

END DO

DLOC AL( 1,1 )=D 1 

DLOC AL(2,2)=D 1 

DLOC AL( 1,2)=D2 

DLOCAL(2,1 )=D2 

DLOCAL( 1,3)=D2 

DLOCAL(3,1 )=D2 

DLOCAL(2,3)=D2 

DLOCAL(3,2)=D2 

DLOCAL(3,3)=Dl 

DLOCAL(4,4)=D3 

DLOCAL(5,5)=D3 

DLOCAL(6,6)=D3

C test the material parameter input 

C

C write(6,*) ((DLOCAL(I,J),j=l,6),i=l,6) 

c 1 format(lx,6(fl6.6,2x))

RETURN

END

C

c varprop.f

D2=XNU*D1/(1.0-XNU)



c mapping props(nprops) to variable names 

cc 30 constants

subroutine varprop(r00,props)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION PROPS(32)

COMMON /BRPAR/BA1 ,BA2,BQ,BC,B0,BN,R0,RN,RM,RAI,RAJ,RC,RP 

COMMON /PARK/XKO,XKN,XKM,XKAI,XKAJ,XKC,XKP,RR 

COMMON/RESTP/DEO,A,Q,T,XN,theta,E,V,SO,DG

C write(6,*) 'inside varprop'

C write(6,*) (props(i),i=l,32)

C

BAl=PROPS(l)

BQ= PROPS(2)

BC= props(3)

B0= props(4)

DEO=PROPS(5)

BN= PROPS(6)

A = props(7)

Q = props(8)

T= props(9)

XN= props(lO)

R0= props( 11)

RN= props( 12)

RM= props(13)



RAI=props(14)

DG= props(15)

RAJ=props(16)

RC= props(17)

RP=props(18)

XKO= props(19)

XKN= props(20)

XKM= props(21)

XKAI=props(22)

XKAJ=props(23)

XKC =props(24)

XKP =props(25)

THET A=props(26)

BA2 = props(27)

RR =props(28)

E= props(29) 

v = props(30) 

sO=props(31) 

rOO=props(32)

RETURN

END

cc varstat.f (map state varialbes)

subroutine varstat(EIEQ,EI,BIJ,XAE,R,XK,statev) 

include 'aba_param.inc'



C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION EI(6),BIJ(6),STATEV(1) 

c 1-5

C write(6,*) 'Inside varstat—>'

EIEQ= statev(l)

DO 101=1,6 

EI(I)=ST ATE V (1+1)

10 CONTINUE 

c 6-9

DO 20 1=1,6 

BIJ(I)=ST ATEV (1+7)

20 CONTINUE

XAE=statev(14)

R=statev(15)

XK=statev(16)

C write (6,*) 'EIEQ,EI,BIJ,XAE,R,XK=',EIEQ,EI,BIJ,XAE,R,XK

C write (6,*) 'stetev=',statev

RETURN

END

C

cc smb.f

SUBROUTINE SMBP (SMB,SMBPP,STRESS, BIJ)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION SMB(6), SMBPP(6),STRESS(6), BIJ(6)

C write (6,*) 'During smbp'
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C write (6,*) 'within the SM BP:'

C write (6,*) 'stress =',stress

DO 100 1=1,6 

SMB(I)=STRESS(I)-BIJ(I)

100 CONTINUE 

C write (6,*) 'smb within smbp= ',smb 

AVG = (smb(l)+smb(2)+smb(3))/3.0 

DO 150 1=1,3 

smbpp(i)=smb(i)-avg 

150 continue 

DO 170 1=4,6 

smbpp(i)=smb(i)

170 continue 

C write(6,*) 'smbppwithin smbp=',smbpp 

RETURN 

END

cc smbn.f (s-b) 3/2 /xae

SUBROUTINE SMBNP(smbn,SMBPP,XAE)

cc

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H,0-Z) 

DIMENSION SMBPP(6),smbn(6)

C write (6,*) 'Inside smbnp—>'

C write (6,*) 'smbn before if =' ,smbn

C IF (xae.GT.O)then 

DO 1001=1,6

SMBN(I)=SMBPP(I)* 1.5/XAE 

100 CONTINUE 

C END IF



C write (6,*) 'smbn after if =' ,smbn 

RETURN 

END

subroutine dielas(A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN,SMBN,dei,deieq, 

1 nelas,dt)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H,0-Z)

dimension smbn(6),dei(6)

CC

C write(6,*) 'check material parameters —>'

C write(6,*) A,Q,RR,T

C write(6,*) XAE,R,XK,XN

C write (6,*) 'Inside dielas'

nelas=l 

deieq=0.0 

do 10 i=l,6 

dei(i)=0.0 

10 continue 

C write (6,*) ’XK, xae, r= XK, xae,r

IF ((XAE-R).LE.O) return 

nelas=0

DECNS1 = dt*A*EXP(-Q/RR/T)*((XAE-R)/XK)**XN 

C DECNS1 =dt*A*((XAE-R)/XK)**XN

C write(6,*) 'check DECNS1 = ’,DECNS 1

do 100 i=l,6 

dei(i)=decns 1 *smbn(i)



100 continue 

C write(6,*) 'check dei —>'

C write(6,*) (dei(k),k=l,6)

C

C modified by T. Zhang on the calculation of deieq

C call seieq(dei,deieq)

deieq=DECNS 1 

return 

end

cc capp.f (find capital P)

SUBROUTINE CAPPP(CAPP, DELAS,SMBN)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION CAPP(6),DELAS(6,6),SMBN(6) 

C write(6,*) 'check delas —>'

C write(6,l) ((DELAS(i,j),j=l,6),i=l,6)

c 1 format(6fl0.6)

DO 100 1=1,6 

capp(I)=0.0 

DO 90 J= l,6  

capp(I)=capp(I)+delas(I,J)*SMBN(J)

90 CONTINUE 

100 CONTINUE 

C write(6,*) 'check cappi in sub'

C write(6,1) (capp(I),i= 1,6)



RETURN

END

cc bijev.f (evolution equations for the back stress)

SUBROUTINE BIJEV(DBIJ,BEP,DEIEQ,BA 1 ,BA2,BQ,BC,B0, 

1 DEO, BN, DEI,BIJ,dt)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION DBIJ( 1 ),DEI( 1 ),BIJ( 1)

C write(6,*) BA1, BA2,BQ

C write(6,*) BC, BO, DEO, BN

C write (6,*)' bO,deieq,deO,bn= ',b0,deieq,deO,bn 

BEP=BO*(DEIEQ/DEO/dt)**(l .0/BN)

C write(6,*) 'inside BIJEV: BO, DEIEQ,DEO, dt, BN, BEP=',

C 1 BO, DEIEQ,DEO, dt, BN, BEP

DO 1001=1, 6 

DBU(I)=2.0/3.0*BA1*DEI(I) 

cc 1 - (BA1/BEP*DEIEQ + BA2*BEP**(BQ-1.0)/BC**BQ)*

1 - (BA1/BEP*DEIEQ )*BIJ(I)

100 CONTINUE 

write(6,*) 'DBIJ=', (DBIJ(I),I=1,6)

cc DBIJ(6): incremental back stress 

cc DEI(6): incremental inelastic strain 

cc BEP: equivialent back stress (eq. 7) 

cc DEIEQ: equivalent inealstic strain rate



cc BIJ(6): back stress tensor 

RETURN 

END

cc rev.f (evolution equation for R)

SUBROUTINE REV (DR,RPR,DEIEQ,R,BA 1 ,BQ,BC,B0,DE0,BN, 

2 R0,RN, RM,RAI,DG,RAJ,RC,RP,dt)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H.O-Z)

C write(6,*) 'BA1, BQ, BC, BO ='

C write(6,*) BA1, BQ, BC, BO

RPR = RO*(DEIEQ/DEO/dt)**(RN/RM)

C enforcing that R is never greater than the saturation value 

IF (R .GE. RPR) THEN 

DR = 0.0 

RETURN 

END IF

DR=(RAI/DG)*DEIEQ*(1.0-R/RPR) 

cc DR=(RAI/DG)*DEIEQ*( 1.0-R/RPR)-(RAJ/DG)*

cc 1 ((R-RPR)/RC)**RP

C write(6,*) 'dr in sub —>’, dr

RETURN 

END

cc kev.f (evolution equation for K)
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SUBROUTINE KEV(DXK,DEIEQ,XK,DEO,DG,XK0,XKN,XKM,

1 XKAI,XKAJ,XKC,XKP,sO,XN,RPR,BEP,a,q,

2 rr,t,dt)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z) 

cc XKPR = XK0*(DEIEQ/DE0)**(XKN/XKM)

C X KPR=XK0* (deieq/deO/dt) * * (1.0/xkm)

sep=sO*(deieq/deO/dt)**( 1.0/xn)

XKPR= (sep-bep-rpr)/(deieq/(A*EXP(-Q/RR/T))/dt)**(l .0/xn)

IF (XK.GE.XKPR) THEN 

DXK=0.0 

RETURN 

END IF

DXK=(XKAI/DG)*DEIEQ*( 1.0-XK/XKPR) 

cc DXK=(XKAI/DG)*DEIEQ*( 1.0-XK/XKPR)-(XKAJ/DG)*

cc 1 ((XK-XKPR)/XKC)**XKP 

C write(6,*) 'dxk in sub = ', dxk 

RETURN 

END

cc capq.f

SUBROUTINE CAPQ(Q, DEDXAE,SMBN,DELAS) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION Q(6),SMBN(6),DELAS(6,6)

DO 1=1,6 

Q(I)=0.0
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Do J=l,6

Q(I)=Q(I)+DEDXAE*SMBN(J)*DELAS(J,I) 

end do 

END DO 

C write(6,*) 'CAPQ in sub = '

C write(6,*) (q(k),k=l,6)

RETURN

END

cc tijkl.f (jacobian matrix)

SUBROUTINE TIJKL(DDSDDE, DELAS,xsi,HBAR,CAPP,CAPQ) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H,0-Z)

DIMENSION DDSDDE(6,6),DELAS(6,6),CAPP(6),CAPQ(6)

C write(6,*) 'xsi hbar in tijkl —>', xsi,HBAR

DO 1=1,6 

DO J= 1,6 

if(hbar.eq.0.0) then 

ddsdde(i,j)=delas(i,j) 

else

DDSDDE(I,J)=DELAS(I,J)- 

1 xsi/( 1.0+xsi)/HBAR* CAPP(I)*CAPQ(J)

end if 

END DO 

END DO 

RETURN 

END
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subroutine elas3(ddsdde,delas)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H,0-Z) 

dimension ddsdde(6,6),delas(6,6)

C write(6,*) 'check delas — >'

C write(6,l) ((delas(i,j),j=l,6),i=l,6)

c 1 format(6fl2.6)

DO i=l,6 

do j= l,6

ddsdde(i,j)=delas(i,j) 

end do 

end do 

return 

end

subroutine elas2(stress,ddsdde,delas,dstran)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL* 8 (A-H.O-Z)

dimension stress(6),ddsdde(6,6),delas(6,6),dstran(6)

c 1 format(6fl2.6)

C write (6,*) 'Inside elas2 subroutine'

DO i=l,6 

do j= l,6

ddsdde(i,j)=delas(i,j)
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end do 

end do

C write (6,*) 'Before multmv—>'

C write (6,*) 'ddsdde =',ddsdde

C write (6,*) 'Delas =',delas

C write (6,*) 'dstran= ',dstran

C write (6,*) 'stress =',stress

call multmv(delas,dstran,stress,6) 

C write (6,*) 'After multmv' 

return 

end

C

cc mulmv.f

subroutine multmv(a,b,c,n)

C

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z) 

dimension a(n,n),b(n),c(n)

cc

C write(6,*) 'Inside Multmv ' 

do 95 i= 1,6 

c(i)=0.0 

do 90 j= l,6  

c(i)=c(i)+a(i,j)*b(j)

90 continue 

95 continue 

return 

end
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cc xaep.f

function xaep(SMB)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

DIMENSION SMB(6)

xae = 0.0 

C write (6,*) 'Inside xaep '

C write (6,*) 'smb= ',smb

C write(6,*)'within xaep, smb=', (SMB(k),k=l,6)

c 1 format(6fl0.6)

DO 1001= 1,6 

IF (I.GE. 4) THEN 

xae = xae +SMB(I)*SMB(I)*2.0 

ELSE

xae = xae+SMB(I)*SMB(I)

END IF 

100 CONTINUE 

C write(6,*) 'xae= ', xae

C if(xae.lt.l0e-12) then

C xaep=0.

C else

xaep = sqrt(1.5*xae)

C end if

C write(6,*) 'xaep= ', xaep 

return 

end
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subroutine seieq(dei,deieq)

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z) 

dimension dei(6) 

deieq=0.0 

do 150 i=l,3 

deieq=deieq+dei(i)*dei(i)

150 continue 

deieq=sqrt((deieq+dei(6)*dei(6)*2)*2.0/3.0) 

return 

end

cc dedxr.f

function dedxr(A, Q, RR, T, XAE, R, XK, XN) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

C write(6,*) A, Q, RR, T

C write(6,*) XAE, R, XK, XN

tmpl=DECNSl (A, Q, RR, T, XAE, R, XK, XN) 

dedxr=-1.0/xk*tmp 1 

C write(6,*) 'dedxr= ', dedxr 

return 

end

cc dedxk.f

function dedxk(A, Q, RR, T, XAE, R, XK, XN)
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include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

C write(6,*) A , Q, RR, T = ?'

C write(6,*) A, Q, RR, T

tmpl=DECNSl (A, Q, RR, T, XAE, R, XK, XN) 

dedxk=-1.0/xk/xk*tmpl 

C write(6,*) 'dedxk = ',dedxk

return 

end

cc dedxae.f

function dedxae(A, Q, RR, T, XAE, R, XK, XN) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

tmpl=DECNSl (A, Q, RR, T, XAE, R, XK, XN) 

dedxae= 1.0/xk*tmp 1 

C write(6,*) 'dedxae in sub =',dedxae 

return 

end

cc hbar.f

FUNCTION HBAR(SMBN,DEI,CAPP,DEIEQ,BEP,BIJ,

1 dedxae,DEDXR,DR,DEDXK,DXK ,

2 BA1, BA2, BQ, BC, BO, DEO, BN) 

include 'aba_param.inc'
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C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

dimension smbn(6),dei(6),capp(6),bij(6)

cc

hlc=0.0 

DO 1001=1,6 

hlc= h lc  -2.0/3.0*BAl*SMBN(I)*DEI(I) 

100 CONTINUE

c

h2c=0.0 

DO 200 1=1,6 

h2c= h2c+ SMBN(I)*capp(I)

200 CONTINUE

cc

C write (6,*)' bep= ',bep 

h3c=0.0 

DO 300 1=1,6 

cc h3c= h3c+(BAl/BEP*DEIEQ 

cc 1 + BA2*BEP**(BQ-1.0)/BC**BQ)

h3c= h3c+BAl/BEP*DEEEQ 

1 *SMBN(I)*BIJ(I)

300 continue 

cc

HBAR = -dedxae*(hlc+h2c+h3c)

1 -dedxr*dr -dedxk*dxk 

C write(6,*) 'HBAR in sub = ',HBAR 

RETURN 

END

cc xsi.f
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FUNCTION XSI(theta,deltaT,HBAR) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

XSI=theta*deltaT*HBAR

C write(6,*) 'XSI in sub =',XSI 

RETURN 

END

CC DECNSl.f

FUNCTION DECNS 1 (A,Q,RR,T,XAE,R,XK,XN) 

include 'aba_param.inc'

CC

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)

IF ((XAE-R).LE.O) THEN 

DECNS 1 =0.0  

RETURN 

END IF

CC DECNS 1 = A*EXP(-Q/RR/T)*XN*((XAE-R)/XK)**(XN-1.0) 

DECNS 1 = A*XN*((XAE-R)/XK)**(XN-1.0) 

return 

end
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This section describes in detail the process to obtain the digitized data.

Figure A -19-1 shows a MATLAB window to obtain the digitized data. It allows to set the 

scale for the x and y axes and set these axes as the global axes. It also enables us to pick 

the origin. Now, click along the curve, each click is stored as x and y coordinates with 

respect to the origin. The data obtained by using this *. m files are exported to Microsoft 

office Excel sheet for further calculations.

mclick.m

Appendix-19 Digitization in MATLAB

% function soutput = DataByMouseClick(ScaleSetFlag, figflag, xdelta, ydelta ) 

% ScaleResetFlag = 0, set xscale=l, yscale=l (default);

% =11, reset xscale only (yscale=l);

% =22, reset yscale only (xscale=l);

% = 12 or 21, reset xscale and yscale both, xscale~=yscale

% =15, reset xscale and yscale both, xscale==yscale

% figflag = 0 or 1 % 0 — form a blank figure 

% % 1 or non-zero — read image file

% xdelta = 0.15; % shift of display point along axis-x

% ydelta = 0.20; % shift of display point along axis-y

DataByMouseClick(12, 1, 0.2, 0.25 );
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databymouseclick.m

function soutput = DataByMouseClick(ScaleSetFlag, figflag, xdelta, ydelta ) 

% author: Qing Liu, please send comments to FFOL@uaf.edu, Feb 24, 2004 

% ScaleResetFlag = 0, set xscale=l, yscale=l (default);

% =11, reset xscale only (yscale=l);

% =22, reset yscale only (xscale=l);

% = 12 or 21, reset xscale and yscale both, xscale~=yscale

% =15, reset xscale and yscale both, xscale==yscale

% figflag = 0 or 1 % 0 — form a blank figure 

% % 1 or non-zero — read image file

% xdelta = 0.15; % shift of display point along axis-x

% ydelta = 0.20; % shift of display point along axis-y

disp(’ '); 

dispC ’);

outputfilename = lower(input('Please set the output file name (ascii): ’, 's'));

dispC '); 

if figflag == 0

xyminmax = input('Please input vector [xmin xmax ymin ymin]: ');

% xmin = 0; % axis-x minimum value

% xmax =10; % axis-x maximum value

% ymin = 0; % axis-y minimum value

% ymax =10; % axis-y maximum value

else

% === How to import scanned file ===

% use functions imread() and image()

% imageFileName = 'tire_grpl_01 .JPG'; % <— Set the Image filename here 

imageFileName = lower(input('Please input the image file name: ' , 's'));

ImgStru = imfinfo(imageFileName);

mailto:FFOL@uaf.edu
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end

figure(gcf); 

if figflag == 0 

cla;

axis( xyminmax); 

else

image( imread(imageFileName, ImgStru.Format)); 

end

disp(' ');

title('Data Sampling from Scanned File');

xlabel('axis-x');

ylabel('axis-y');

grid on;

% open output data file for writing 

fid = fopen(outputfilename ,'w'); 

idcurve = 0;

% determin x/y scale value 

xscale = 1; 

y sc ale = 1; 

disp(' ');

disp(' — Beginning of Scale Set — '); 

disp(' ');

if strmatch( int2str(ScaleSetFlag), {'11'; '12'; '21'; '15'}) 

disp(' click first point for axis-x — xl');

[xl, yl] = ginput(l); 

hold on; 

plot(xl,yl, '.r');

disp(' ... click second point for axis-x — x2');

[x2, y2] = ginput(l);
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hold on; 

plot(x2,y2, '.r'); 

hold on;

plot([xl,x2], [yl, y2], ':r'); 

if ScaleSetFlag == 15 

clear i;

deltaxy= abs((x2-xl)+(y2-yl)*i);

disp( sprintf(' the display absolute distance from xl to x2 is: %15.8f, deltaxy)

vxy_abs = input(' enter the absolute length from xl to x2: ');

xscale = abs( vxy_abs / deltaxy); 

yscale = xscale;

disp( sprintf(' xscale and yscale both are reset to be: %15.8f, xscale));

else

deltaxy = abs(x2-xl);

disp( sprintf(' the display horizontal distance between xl and x2 is: %15.8f,

deltaxy));

vxy_abs = input(' enter the physical horizontal distance between xl and x2: ');

xscale = abs( vxy_abs / deltaxy );

disp( sprintf(' xscale is reset to be: %15.8f, xscale));

end 

end

if strmatch( int2str(ScaleSetFlag), {'22'; '12'; '21'} ) 

disp(' ');

disp(' click first point for axis-y — yl');

[xl, yl] = ginput(l);

hold on; 

plot(xl,yl, '.r');

disp(' ... click second point for axis-y — y2');
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[x2, y2] = ginput(l); 

plot(x2,y2, '.r'); 

hold on;

plot([xl, x2], [yl, y2], ':r'); 

deltaxy = abs(y2-yl);

disp( sprintf(’ the display vertical distance between yl and y2 is: %15.8f, deltaxy)

vxy_abs = input(' enter the physical vertical distance between yl and y2: ');

yscale = abs( vxy_abs / deltaxy );

disp( sprintf(' yscale is reset to be: %15.8f, yscale));

end

dispC ');

dispC — End of Scale Set — '); 

dispC ’);

dispC Please begin to click the curves ... '); 

dispC ');

dispC Please click one point as the ORIGIN ...');

[xorigin, yorigin, vbut] = ginput(l); 

xoriginOO = xorigin * xscale; 

yoriginOO = yorigin * yscale;

Orgin_of_XOY = [xoriginOO, yoriginOO]

fprintf(fid, '%5d %15.8f %15.8f\n', 0, xoriginOO, yoriginOO );

dispC ');

dispC---------------------------------------------------- ');

dispC click LEFT button of mouse to achieve data'); 

dispC click RIGHT button of mouse to end one curve');

disp(' click MID button of mouse to exit');

dispC---------------------------------------------------- ');

dispC ’);



% click multiple curves of data 

while 1,

% click ONE curve of data — ONE curve only

xoutput = [];

youtput = [];

pcount = 0;

while 1,

[x, y, vbut] = ginput(l); 

if vbut == 3 | vbut == 2 

break; 

end

pcount = pcount + 1; 

hold on; 

plot(x,y, '.y');

text(x+xdelta,y-ydelta, int2str(pcount)); 

xoutput = [xoutput, x]; 

youtput = [youtput, y]; 

end % end internal while-loop 

if length(xoutput) > 0 

idcurve = idcurve + 1; 

hold on;

plot(xoutput, youtput, '-.b');

% ======= output the results ==========

disp(' ');

disp( sprintf('======= Output Data: Curve No. %d

xoutput = (xoutput - xorigin) * xscale; 

youtput = (yorigin - youtput) * yscale; 

soutput = []; 

for iout = 1 : pcount,
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soutput = strvcat(soutput, sprintf('%5d %15.8f %15.8f, iout, xoutput(iout), 

youtput(iout))); 

end

Output_Data_as_Follow = soutput 

for iout = 1 : pcount, 

fprintf(fid, '%5d %15.8f %15.8f\n', iout, xoutput(iout), youtput(iout)); 

end

end % end if length(xouuput) condition 

if vbut == 2 

break; 

end

end % end external while-loop 

fclose(fid);

dispC— ===== e n d  OF DATA CLICKING =======');

dispC ');

disp( sprintf(' *** The data is also saved in ascii file: %s.', outputfilename )) ; 

dispC ');

dispC *** Please remember to save the clicked figure by using Alt+PrtSc’); 

dispC or figure Menu: Edit -> Copy Figure'); 

dispC ’); 

dispC ');



Figure A-19-1 MATLAB window to obtain the digitized data
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Appendix-20 Load leveller script

#!/bin/ksh

#Load Leveler Commands

# @ jo b ty p e  = serial

# (p error — $(executable ).$(jobid),err

# (a) output =  $(executable),$(jobid),out

# (Tv environment =  COPY_ALL; $PATH

# @ notification =  never

# (7i) class =  special

# fa) group = qspecial

# (a) queue

# ran the job

abaqus job— - input file name > user=<user file name f interactive double
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In order to view the results, we need to open the <filename.odb>. Once it opens, it takes 

us to the visualization module.

To generate the reports in ABAQUS/CAE, follow the steps mentioned below:

■ Click on Create XY Data from the Toolbar area, check ODB field output. 

Continue...

■ Under Variables, click checkbox of the variables interested and Save. Here we 

have selected E22, S22, SDV7, SDV10, SDV11 and SDV12.

* Select Report from Main menu, it opens up a window ReportXYData

■ Under XYData, select on the variable and enter the name of the report 

<reportname> under the Setup. Click on OK.

■ A <reportname.rpt> file is generated. This file can be imported into Microsoft 

Excel sheets and the necessary graphs can be obtained

Appendix-21 Generating reports in ABAQUS


